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Best of the West
The Houston Cougars outclass the rest
of C-USXs West Division-sEESPORTs,A1
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ANIMALS

TWO HEADS ARE
BETTER THAN

ONE
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Against all odds, this filmstudent is
COURTESY GMC

Carl Black GMC gave the UCF Police
Department a 2007 truck to decorate.

A two-headed calf named Slinky was
born Tuesday on adairy farm in Tulare,
Calif The calf, who was discovered by
one of the farm-workers in the early
morning, was born with two ears, four
eyes and two mouths. Blinky was later
euthanized due to acollapsed lung.

MELISSA HEYBOER
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Editor-in-Chief
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COURTESY LAURA LOPEZ

Daneau shoots footage on the set of a documentary,
Cowboys with Cameras, which was shot by film students.
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VERMONT TOWN
LETS IT ALL

HANGO T

t age 6, Danny Daneau wanted what most kids want normality.
He wanted to play Little League with other kids his age.
But he couldn't
He wanted to run around outside playing sports in his childhood
neighborhood ofBonita Springs, Fla. But he couldn't
IfDaneau ever had plans of becoming aprofessional athlete, he
wouldn't be able to do it
Not because he didn't believe he could, but because his
rheumatoid arthritis wouldn't allow it.

Amonth after the Vermont town of
Brattleboro passed atemporary ban
on optional clothing, the town's
selectboard voted 3-2 to reject an
ordinance that would make public
nudity permanently illegal. When
the ordinance expires next month,
public nudity will no longer be
illegal.

PLEASESEE

MOVIE ON A6

COURTESY ALEX EASTWOOD

Daneau poses while location scouting for his feature film AMonster in
the Attic. This location of Kanab, Utah later became the film's set.

UCFPD
•
receives
a
newGMC
Dealership and
design company
contribute to PD
JESSICA SUNDAY
StaffWriter

A local car dealership,
graphic design company and
the UCF Police Department
have something in common
this new school year: namely,
a partnership and a new
GMCtruck.
Carl Black GMC Dealership, located on East Colonial Drive, donated a brand
new 2007 GMC Sierra to the
UCF Police Department on
Tuesday.
Teaming with this donation, Graphics Animation, a
local graphic arts company,
will be donating their services to the UCF PD by fully
decorating the truck with
designs submitted by the
PLEASE SEE

PARTNERSHIP ONA3

E-booksnot
as cheap as
they appear
WILLIAM RICHARDS

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

Contributing Writer

VOLUNTEER UCF HOSTS
WATERWAY CLEANUP

They're called e-books,
and they're the next leap in
textbook technology.
Some foreign language,
accounting and engineering
professors at UCF are requiring students to pick an ebook over a real textbook.
But the campus Bookstore
and students have mixed
feelings about these virtual
books.
Freshmen digital media
major Bryan Morales prefers
e-books but doesn't think the
file students buy is worth
$40.

Volunteer UCF will be hosting an EcoAction Waterway Cleanup and Hike
Sunday. The event will help in the
cleanup of debris that is harmful to
wildlife.Those interested should meet
at the Visual Arts Building at 2:30 p.m.
The event will begin at 3 p.m. and will
end around 6 p.m.

LOCAL&STATE, A2

CRIST HOPES FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT WILL
ADDRESS RESTORATION

•
•

The federal government may not be
living up to its commitment on
Everglades restoration and a proposal
for anational insurance backup fund
may stall, but Gov. Charlie Crist thinks
these issues could be a priority once
President Bush leaves office.

PLEASESEE

Late Knights ready to rock
LAUREN MIRO
Contributing Writer

NATION & WORLD, A4

CANDIDATE TAKES
PRO-STATE STANCE ON
MANY WESTERN ISSUES

•

GOP presidential hopeful Mitt Romney
took astrong states' rights stance
Wednesday on Western issues of
water, mining and public lands, saying
he's against"heavy-handed" intrusion
by the federal government.
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Students are getting a VIP
invitation to a party so hot that
it will skyrocket them to star
status overnight
Tonight will be the semester's first event hosted by Late
Knights, the student government agency that provides students with free food, fun,
games and giveaways once a
month.
Located in the Student
Union, the event kicks off at 9
p.m. and ends around 2 a.m.
Students who attend should
be prepared to party like a rock
star - it's the event's theme!
The event will feature
celebrity jousting, a makeyour-own-DVD booth, an oxygen bar and karaoke.
'"There will also be live DJ
music all over so you can party
like a rock star wherever you
walk,'' said Andrick Lewis, stu-

dent director of Late Knights.
"There are things for people
who are into fun, random
activities or who just want to
go out and dance."
Another alluring aspect of
this event is that all students
have the opportunity to win
prizes if they attend, and the
first 40 people to walk through
the door win a special prize.
'We like to give out prizes
that students will use; not
throw away,'' Lewis said.
"Once, we had over 200 people
standing outside in cold
November weather to get the
free door prizes."
The Late Knights contributors also try to bring in activities and events from the whole
community.
"Disney likes to give out
free snacks,'' Lewis said, "and
sometimes Universal hands
out free tickets."
Each month has a different
theme, but the mission is

Orange County
Medical
Examiners
removed the
first of three
bodies from a
home inthe
housing
development
Hickory Cove.
The three bodies
were found
there before
noon on
Thursday.

always the same: "To provide
late night, alcohol-alternative
programming in a safe and
convenient location for students that includes free entertainment, novelty acts and
PLEASESEE

EVENT ON A3
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Murder close to campus
MATT MORRISON
News Editor

Tirree men were found
dead in what police are calling
a homicide inside a house in a
neighborhood by University
High School
Thenamesofthedeceased
are being withheld pending
notification of next of kin, but
two of the men reportedly
lived in the house and a third
was visiting. All three men

were in their 30s. The Orlando
Sentinel confmned one of the
men was Rafael Gonzalez, a
prominent political consultant
According to Orange
County property records,
Gonz.alez owns the home. His
client list includes U.S. Rep.
Tom Feeney and State Rep.
Dean Cannon, and is listed as
the office for Gonz.alez' firm,
PLEASE SEE
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VUCF hosts a wildlife cleanup
Volunteer UCF will be hosting an Eco-Action Waterway
Cleanup and Hike Sunday. The
event will help in the cleanup
of debris that is harmful to
wildlife.
Those interested should
meet at the Visual Arts Building at 2:30 p.m. to carpool. The
event will run from 3 p.m. to 6
p.m.

Crist hopes government will
address Everglades restoration
MIAMI - The federal government may not be living up
to its commitment on Everglades restoration and a proposal for a national insurance
backup fund may stall, but Gov.
Charlie Crist has reason · to
hope those issues could be a
priority once President Bush
leaves office.
Crist said the decision to
move up the state's presidential primary to Jan. 29 is paying
dividends
as
candidates
increasingly commit to Florida
issues during visits here.
"It's b een a healthy development," he said.
Crist said every time he
meets with Republican candidates he at least asks them
about their support of a national catastrophe insurance fund
and Everglades restoration.
While a proposal has support in the House this year,
Bush's administration opposes
the idea of a national insurance
fund and Sen. Bill Nelson, DFla., recently expressed pessimism it can get done this
year.
Crist also expressed frustraPLEASE SEE
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for th~ Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.
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The 'student group, Rowdy
Knights, will be holding a
group sign-up today from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Those interested
in joining should go to the Key
West Ballroom in the Student
Union.
Pay $25 and receive two
Rowdy Knight T-shirts and discount tickets to away games.
Contact mmorris985@gmail.
com for more details.

Keep local with headlines
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Rowdy Knights hold sign-ups
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News and notices for

Meghan Van Camp, registered dietitian and licensed
nutritionist, will be holding a
class Monday in the Recreation and Wellness Center
classroom that will run from
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The class is designed to
help you make the right decisions about diet and exercise.
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Top: UCF professor Dr. Henry Daniell proudly stands next to containers filled with growing lettuce plants that could
someday be a treatment for diabetes. Above: Daniell holds a petri dish that contains insulin-producing lettuce.

inoculation through genetically
altered tobacco leaves.
Nixing the tobacco leaves due to
their stigma with cigarettes, Daniell
used lettuce leaves instead.
''We eat lettuce as a fiber so we cannot digest the plant's cell walls,"
Daniell said to explain his choice in
vegetables.
' He noted that everyone eats lettuce
and has minimal risk of allergy, making it widely susceptible for successful
intake as well as easy and inexpensive
mass produ('.tion. That allows the
medication cost to go way down.
Daniell said that while pharmaceutical companies are looking for profit,
they have done a lot of good in regard
to drug therapies.
Diabetics were dying sooner 20 or
30 years ago, but people with the
insulin replacement therapy can live
longer lives, he said. "The primary
motivation for me has been to find a
new platform that dramatically
reduces the cost of medicine, not only
in the U.S. but all over the world. I have
worked on developing this new platform for 20 years."
While diabetics in the U.S. struggle
to pay for their medication and materials, Daniell said it is th~ financial
burdens of those who make less than
$2 a day that are the driving force

behind his research.
"My mom has diabetes," said Ali
Ahmed, a 17-year-old pre-med biology
major who heard about Daniell's study
in class. "I think it would be great if it
gets approved by the [Food and Drug
Administration].
Most of Ahmed's family members
on his mother's side have Type 2 diabetes. Five of his uncles in Pakistan
have it, and because they are being
forced to retire by the Pakistani government, they can't afford the medication.
"Diabetes is mostly prevalent in
India and Pakistan with people who
typically can't afford the medication,"
Ahmed said. "If they can make it
cheaply and mass produce it, it would
be better for them as well as for people
in the U.S."
According to studies conducted by
the World Health Organization and
several European universities, there
are currently 31.7 million diabetics in
India as of 2004. If the disease keeps
up its current trend, by 2030 there will
be 79.4 million infected.
With his motivations set, Daniell
began testing his theory.
Through a lab machine called a
gene gun, the insulin gene is placed
PLEASE SEE HUNDREDS ON
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Brandon Bielich, Richard Bilbao,
DonaldThomann, WilliamGoss,
Whitney Hamrick, Mary Knowles, Jennifer
Lanno, Lauren Paulauskas, Jeffrey Riley,
Zaileen Roach,Amanda K.Shapiro,
Robyn Sider>ky, Jessica Sunday,
Woody Wommack, Tara Young

WHITNEY HAMRICK
A UCF professor has developed a
therapy, through genetically altered
lettuce, that alleviated diabetes in lab
mice after 8 weeks of treatment.
The National Institutes of Health
provided $2 million for the diabetes
study conducted by Professor Henry
Daniell of the biological science
department.
According to the American Diabetes Association, diabetes is the fifth
deadliest disease in the U.S., contributing to 224,092 deaths in 2002. Seven
percent ofthe population, 20.8 million,
has diabetes. Every day, 4,110 people
are diagnosed with diabetes.
There are two types of diabetes.
"Type I diabetics produce no
insulin," said Michael Deichen, medical director of UCF Health Services
and a specialist in diabetes, in an email. "Typically, a Type I diabetic is
diagnosed in childhood and has a lifelong need to take insulin shots.
"Type 2 diabetics have less effective
insulin. Type 2 diabetics are usually
diagnosed in mid-life and have a tendency to be obese.
"Diabetes is an autoimmune disease where autoantigens attack the
insulin proteins. Ifyou stop it from the
attack, the body will cure itsel£"
Therein lies the challenge: if you
know what it is and know it can be
cured, what do you do next?
According to Daniell, previous
studies have been conducted involving insulin capsules that failed because
the body continues to attack the
insulin. This is the same reason why
people on insulin therapies must
inject themselves daily: because the
capsules would do little to relieve the
problem.
Taking the theory behind the
insulin capsules, Daniell sought inspiration in a previous study he conducted to produce an inexpensive anthrax
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Event also fertile reCruiting ground
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food," according to the Late
Knights Web site.
"It's great," senior business
major Erin Mcint9sh said "It
gives students on campus
something fun and clean to do
with their friends without
worrying about having to have
a car or drive anywhere."
Mcintosh attended a few
times last year and would like
to go again
"They always provide good
food; that's a big draw," she
said, "and they also give away
free T-shirts."
The monthly event is very
popular, averaging more than
l,000 students each month.
''A couple of events have
been a blast,'' Lewis said "People just loved them. They still
talk about it"
Two events in particular
were so popular that they will
be repeated again this year.
"Our casino night had the

www.Centra/Floridafuture.mm

highest attendance last year,"
Lewissaid
Sept. 28, the casino theme
will return with a new title:
Casino Royale.
The end-of-school luau is
the other event that will be
making a reappearance this
year.
"The luau last year was
awesome," senior health services administration major Jennifer Bernard said'''There was
lots of free food, the pool and
they had a slip-and-slide set
up."
Bernard plans to attend this
year too.
"It's close to home when
you live on campus," she said
"I usually meet up with my
brother, and we go with
friends:'
Late Knights events also
provide an opportunity for
organizations to reach students.
"Late Knights doesn't just
provide a fun environment,"

Lewis said "It encourages students to get involved"
One club that uses the Late
Knights events as an outlet to
reach students is the UCF Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Student
Union
"We try to promote our
meetings,'' said Derek Harris,
an executive board member of
the GLBSU. "Before we began
attending Late Knights, we
had have around 40 members
attend [our club]. But in the
last year, that has doubled to
around 85 people."
He partially credits the
club's gained exposure from
Late Knights to this surge in
membership.
''Late Knights has helped to
make the GLBSU more accessible," he said
Other organizations do
more than promote at Late
Knights.
"We volunteer," said
Andres Caceres, president of
Elements, a club that pro-

A3

Depressed?

motes the positive aspects of the
hip-hop culture, "and last year .
we set up boards outside with
cans of spray paint and let people graffiti them."
Elements club members plan
to be involved this year as well.
"It gives us exposure," Caceres said, "but really, ifs just fun."
Knight-Thon is an organization that raises money for the
Children's Miracle Network by
hosting a dance marathon each
February and has also partnered
with Late Knights to gain exposure.
"We thought Late Knights
was a great idea to help us raise
said
Daniel
awareness,''
Samuels, director of KnightThon

•
•
•
•
•
•
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LacR of energy
Change in appetite or weight
Sleeping too much or too little
Feelings of emptiness or hopelessness
Loss of interest in your favorite activities
Trouble concentrating or maRing decisions
Sadness throughout the day, nearly every day

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study for adults who experience
symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all study- related care will

be provided, at no cost, and you will be compensated, up to $400
for time and travel. There is no over nizht stay, and health
insurance is not required. Call today for more information.
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Bomb squad called to quiet street
FROM

A1

AND RAD IOSHACK CAN HELP YOU DO IT.
The Strategum Group, according to their Web site. Gonzalez
was formerly the director of
the Georgia Republican Party.
According
to
Jeff
Williamson, public information officer for the Orange
County Sheriff's Office, police
received a call at 9:13 a.m.
Thursday from a woman in
South Carolina saying that she
had not heard from her
ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
boyfriend recently.
Sgt. Allen Lee, with the Orange County Sheriff's Office, walks away from the house.
Officers arrived at 2420
During the police check of familiar with some of the peoHickory Oak Blvd in the Hickory Cove neighborhood, and the house, investigators found a plE1 who lived in the Gonzalez
finding the garage door open, backpack on one of the bodies house; Costa said some of the
and several other similar back- residents took care of his dogs
proceeded into the house.
Immediately inside the resi- packs in a car parked in the several years ago.
"They were real nice peodence, police discovered the home's driveway. The bomb
body of one man and called for squad was brought in to exam- ple,'' Costas said
ine the backpacks, but they
Micah Allen, a senior psysupport
chology major, recently moved
Inside the house, police were later deemed harmless.
Police restricted traffic into the Hickory Oak neighfound signs of a struggle and
several weapons, but a cause of down Hickory Oak Boulevard borhood but said he visited the
death for any of the men has and neighbors congregated on area regularly to see his girlnot
been
determined, front lawns behind a swash of friend who has a house on the
police tape.
adjacent street
Williamson said
Pedro Costa, who lives
The possibility that this may
''This is crazy," Allen said,
have been a murder-suicide three houses down from the looking at the jumble of police
has not been ruled out by crime scene, found out about cars and news vans.
investigators; though, the rea- the deaths early Thursday
Allen, who typified the
sons behind the crime remain morning when he exited his neighborhood as a quiet place,
house to see police beginning populated mostly by college
uncertain
students and senior citizens,
Police interviewed neigh- their investigation
'We know the owner of the was shocked that such a
bors Thursday to help deterhouse," Costas said ''He was a tragedy could happen near his
mine a cause for the tragedy.
Initial reports also indicated friend of ours."
own home.
Costa has lived in Hickory
that the men may have been
"Nothing ever happens
killed as early as Tuesday.
Oak for four years and was here," he said

Partnership will b.uild c~mmunity relations
FROM

A1

police officers and advertisements from the dealership
· and the design company
itself.
An alliance ofthis capacity
has never been formed at
UCF before and many of the

officers within the police
department are anticipating
the role this truck will have in
building community relations, said Cpl. James Roop,
community relations supervisor for the UCF PD.
UCF's own football stadium will showcase the truck at

every game beginning with
its inaugural home game on
Sept.15.
"The UCF Police Department is looking forward to a
successful, long-term relationship with our new community partners at Carl
Black," Roop said.
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Boy dies after accidentally
shooting himself in the head
NEW PORT RICHEY Police said a 16-year-old boy
died after accidentally shooting himself in the head.
Joseph Coonradt of New
Port Richey died at a hospital
Wednesday night.
Pasco County sheriff's
spokesman Doug Tobin said
Coonradt found a gun in a
dresser drawer while visiting
the home of an 11-year-old
boy.
The pistol went off and a
bullet hit Coonradt in the
head.
Tobin says the shooting
appears accidental. Authorities are still trying to determine who owns the gun.
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tion that the federal government has been reluctant to
meet its full share of the 30year, $10.5 billion Everglades
restoration project.
"They entered into an
agreement to partner with
the state of Florida to clean
up the Everglades and I think
we've spent about $2 billion
toward it and the commitment, the partnering if you
will, from the federal government has been de minimis,"
Crist said. "It hasn't happened. It needs to happen.
This .isn't just a state treasure, it's an international
treasure."
He said he would be willing to consider going to federal court to enforce the
agreement and said he is not
afraid to issue threats on
behalf of the state - "but not
yet."

I
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WASHINGTON - The
College Board announced
Wednesday that it would
leave the federal student-loan
program in the fall, saying
new restrictions placed on
lenders in the wake of the student-loan scandal have made
it difficult for officials of its
member institutions to attend
its meetings.
The new rules prohibit
lenders from reimbursing
members of their advisory
boards for travel oi lodging
expenses (The Chronicle,
June 4). The College Board, a
nonprofit membership organization of schools and colleges, routinely convenes
meetings of educators to discuss higher-education issues,
and it typically reimburses
attendees for their costs.
The College Board is best
known as the owner of the
SAT and other standardized
tests, but it also provides and
sells a range of other educational products and services
(The ChronicJe, June 30,
2006).
In addition, it makes federally guaranteed loans to students, although its share of
the overall loan program is
small
In announcing the decision to leave the program,
Michael D. Bartini, senior
vice president for enrollment
at the College Board, said the
ban on reimbursement had
left the organization "with no
choice other than to end our
student-loan program."
· "Our membership meetings are critical to our mission." he said, "and it is essential that our members regardless of their financial
resources or location - feel
comfortable attending without concern that they are violating new laws or code provisions."
The College Board is
under investigation by the
New York State attorney general, Andrew Cuomo, and five
other state attorneys general
as part of a broad inquiry into
conflicts of interest in higher
education.
Neither the College Board
nor Cuomo's office would say
what aspect of the College
Board's wide-ranging operations was the focus of the
investigation.
- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
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Advocates for Pakistan's former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif pray outside the
Supreme Court building before the decision that he can return from exile is made.

$2 billion capital infusion turns
Wall Street mixed

Romney takes pro-state stance
on many Western issues

NEW YORK - Wall
Street turned mixed Thursday after a $2 billion capital
infusion into Countrywide
Financial Corp. relieved
investors concerned about
widening credit problems.
The market gave up a
moderate early gain, but
fluctuations were to be
expected given the amount
of uncertainty about the
credit markets and the fact
that Wall Street had a big
advance Wednesday with
the Dow Jones industrials
rising 145 points.
Bank of America Corp.
announced late Wednesday
it will invest the money into
the nation's largest mortgage
lender to help it better
weather problems with
defaulting subprime loans.
The investment was seen as
a way to not only prop up
Countrywide, but also prevent any further losses at the
mortgage lender from hurting the underlying economy.
The move was reassuring
to investors, although a
number of major banks and
home lenders continue to
face
difficulties.
On
Wednesday, Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. said it
would close its BNC Mortgage unit and slash 1,200
jobs; HSBC Holdings PLC
and Accredited Home
Lenders Holding Co. also
said they would eliminate
jobs.

RENO, Nev. GOP
presidential hopeful Mitt
Romney took a strong
states'
rights stance
Wednesday on Western
issues of water, mining and
public lands, saying he's
against
"heavy-handed"
intrusion by the federal
government.
States' rights also take
precedence in the abortion
debate for Romney, a conservative and a Mormon
who's against abortion and
would like to see the
Supreme Court's Roe v.
Wade ruling overturned. He
said in an interview with
The Associated Press that
states should "fashion their
own laws with regard to
abortion. That's what I
think the next step should
be."
Romney listed education
as an area in which states
should have a strong voice.
Discussing the federal No
Child Left Behind Act, he
said he supports the act's
role in spotting "failing"
schools
but wants
"greater state flexibility in
the
[student]
testing
process."
"I' m a governor," the former Massachusetts governor said. "I come with the
perspective of the states.
I'm not a lifelong senator or
congressman who has been
imbued with the false reality that Washington knows
best."

Demonstrators protest against
rising gas prices in Myanmar
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ALL RENTALS INCLUDE: INTERNET, STANDARD CABLE,
WATER, SEWER, GARBAGE, AND PEST CONTROL
• UCFSHUmE
• . FITNESS ROOM
• TENNIS COURTS
• SWIMMING POOLS
• BASKETBALL COURTS
• BILLIARD ROOM WITH WIRELESS COFFEE LOUNGE
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LAUNDRY FACILITIES
WASHER AND DRYER IN SELECT UNITS
LARGEPmACCEPTED
HUGE WALK IN CLOSET
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE
24 HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE
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German hostage appears on

YANGON, Myanmar ~ Afghan TV, pleads for help
Defiant
pro-democracy
KABUL, Afghanistan activists took to the streets A German engineer held
Thursday for the third time hostage by the Taliban for
this week, forming a human more than a month
chain in an attempt to pre- appeared on Afghan televivent officers from dragging sion Thursday, coughing
them into waiting trucks and and holding his chest while
appealing for help.
buses.
Taliban militants, meanThe demonstration came
a day after 300 people while, ambushed a convoy
marched to protest the mili- of supplies for NATO-led
tary junta's imposition of troops
in
southern
fuel price hikes despite the Afghanistan, killing 10
earlier arrest of at least 13 Afghan guards, an official
democracy activists who with the convoy said. The
organized the rally.
trucks were attacked near
Myanmar's ruling junta, Qalat city, in Zabul
which has received wide- province, as they were travspread international criti- eling on the main Kabulcism for violating the human Kandahar highway, said
rights of its citizens, toler- Mohammad Salim, an offiates little public dissent, cial with the private securisometimes
sentencing ty company, who witnessed
activists to long jail terms for the attack.
violating broadly defined
The hostage shown on
security laws.
privately owned Tolo TV
On Thursday, about 40 was one of two German
people, mostly from Suu engineers and five Afghans
Kyi's National League for abducted July 18 in Wardak
Democracy, walked quietly province
in
central
without placards for about 2 Afghanistan. The other
miles toward the party head- German was found dead of
quarters in eastern Yangon gunshot wounds July 21,
before being stopped by a while one of the Afghans
security cordon.
managed to escape.
Protesters sat on the
"I am a prisoner of the
pavement and formed a Taliban," said the man, who
human chain in an attempt identified himself as Rudolf
to prevent officers from Blechschmidt. "We live in
dragging them into the wait- the mountains, very high in
ing trucks and buses. A a very bad condition, please
dozen protesters, however, help us."
Tolo TV did not say how
were forced into the.trucks.
Wednesday's march was .it obtained the video, and
broken up prematurely there was no indication of
when a gang of government when it was shot. The Gersupporters assaulted some man Foreign Ministry said
protesters with sticks and it was checking the video's
seized eight who were contents.
accused of being agitators,
"The Foreign Ministry's
witnesses and participants crisis task force is carefully
said. The eight were later analyzing the video," a
· spokeswoman for the Forfreed unharmed
.
The
demonstrations eign Ministry said on cuscame after the arrests Tues- tomary
condition
of
day of leaders of the group anonymity. "It continues to
88 Generation Students. It work intensively to secure
has been defying the gener- the hostage's release."
One of the Afghan
als by staging petition campaigns, prayer vigils and hostages also appeared on
other activities urging the the video, asking for the
release of Suu Kyi and other government's help.
political prisoners and calling for an end to military
rule that began in 1962.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
407 .882. TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu
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But Morales, who strives
to protect the environment, is
willing to pay. "I don't like to
kill trees. My goal is to not
carry a single piece of paper. I
use my Intel PC instead."
But freshman mech.anical
engineering major Alex
Clinkenbeard disagrees.
Clinkenbeard payed $52.99
for his e-book. "I think textbooks are better because you
can't use an e-book if you
don't have a computer."
Another
drawback,
Clinkenbeard said, is that you
can't sell e-books back to the
bookstore.
"Online books are kind of a
disservice to students," said
Norron Dias, textbook manager for the UCF Bookstore.
Because there's no re-sale
value on online books, the
bookstore can't buy them
back.
·
"It does seem cheaper than
a hard copy at the beginning," .
she said, "but you can't sell
any ofthe virtual books back."
The typical e-book is not significantly cheaper than a
hard copy. Usually, the difference is about $5 or $10,
according to one bookstore
employee.
"The e-books really seem
to have started to take off
now," Dias said "There's been
almost a push back to ebooks."
So how will students cope
with the change?
Well, they've already been
exposed to online teaching
programs like WebCT, which
makes grading easier by providing a paperless alternative
to the traditional way of scoring assignments. It also provides easier access to course
materials for both students
and teachers.
Also, with the conversion
of physical books to electronic ~opies, students need only
go to·a computer in order to
access several different textbooks.
This
consolidation
reduces the number of books
that students need to carry to
class.

Employment
Available

FREE
CAR WASH*

NICOLE STANCEL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Psychology major Cynthia Sandoval, 23, prepares for her final year at UCF by purchasing
textbooks for statistics, psychology and basic learning at the UCF Bookstore this week.
·~ professor mentioned to
me that · even though she
offered the e-book for marketing, some students still
wanted a hard copy of the
book," Dias said
It is possible that the entity
benefiting the most from students who choose e-books is
the publisher itself.
"The publishers defmitely
win when a student buys an ebook because the majority of
the profit from that book goes
to them," said Melissa
Yopack, textbook reservations manager at the UCF
Bookstore.
Yopack said that e-books
are disappointing not only to
students during buy-back
time but also to the Bookstore.
She said that in the last two
or three semesters, there has
been an increase in professors
who join with publishers for
e-books.
'We're only going to make
a 2 percent profit from an ebook," Yopack said. "We'd
much rather get used books
because we make 20 percent
profit on those."
The UCF Bookstore
makes most of its money
from buy-backs.
E-books, on the other
hand, ensure that publishers
are able to sell new books
every time and that students
can't avoid buying a new book
because used e-books simply
don't exist.
"Electronic books are a
new trend with publishers

that probably will carry on,"
Yopack said. "It's going to be
very hard because we really
don't want new bpoks."
That is why the Bookstore
tries to encourage professors
to use the same book every
year. Then the student gets 50
percent off the book at buyback, and there are more used
books available, Yopack said.
"It's a win-win situation
for the students and the
Bookstore," Yopack said "In a
way, it's a war between us and
the publisher. We ask the faculty to re-use books. At the
same time, publishing reps
are calling the teachers trying
to get them to buy new
books.''
E-books are often not
available through channels
such as Amazon.com and
other cheaper online booksellers because the publisher
customizes the e-book for the
department.
Besides e-books, the Bookstore cannot buy back books
with a CD and access code
component. Many publishers
bundle their CDs and textbooks in packages.
Yopack ,e xplained that
since the publishers often do
not sell items such as access
codes separately, students are
forced to buy the entire package.
"The number one complaint of students at buy-back
is that they bought this book
with a new CD arid an access
code and the teacher never
used it," Yopack said.
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WE OFFER FULL SERVICE CARWASHING ,
EXPRESS &COMPLETE DETAILING
WINDOW TINTING
340 S. ALAFAYA TRAIL, ORLANDO

UC/l

I

3 MILES SOUTH OF UCF ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
*FREE EXTERIOR CARWASH , NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS, DISCOUNTS, OR SAVINGS.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Hundreds volunteer for clinical trials
the virus uses to enter the
bloodstream to the insulin
genes in the plant's cells.
into the lettuce's cells. The
Presumed to be a dead
lettuce is grown in the lab, · organ, this therapy process
freeze-dried and then con- stimulates the pancreatic
verted to a powder.
islets' remaining stem cells
The waxy coating of the into rehabilitating its insulincell walls protects the insulin producing beta cells, allowso that it can slowly release ing the organ to heal itself
as bacteria in the intestines and function normally. Thus,
breakdown the cells. Then diabetes is alleviated, at least
the insulin makes its way into in mice.
the bloodstream.
There are four phases in
To do this, Daniell human clinical trials that
removed the toxin from the must succeed in order for a
cholera virus and attached new drug to be approved by
the carrier protein receptors the FDA
FROM A2
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Bookstore prefers hard copy
FROM

A5

The first phase assembles
25 to 50 people who start the
treatment. The second phase
deals with dosage. The third
phase looks for potential side
effects. In the fourth phase,
the drug is read as a product
to be approved.
"A cure or significant
improvement in the treatment of diabetes would be a
very significant landmark for
the overall status of American health," Deichen said.
Several hundred people
sent e-mails to Daniell, offering to volunteer for the
human clinical trials.
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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Under New Ownership!
Remodeled Weight Room
Tanning Bed IControlled Entrance

a
Special!
PLUS
1/2 OFF
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FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS, FOUR LEASES!
Co.NVENIENTLY LOCATED BY UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.
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COURTESY MIKE BROWN

Daneau, seen here on the set of the music video "Dirty Jeans," by The Heathens, was asked to shoot the video by the Orlando folk rock
band. Other than music videos, Daneau has also shot short films, documentaries and'is currently working on his first feature film.

Movie dreams emerged early
coming king his senior year
and a member of several
Daneau's arthritis, along school organizations, Daneau
with a disease called fasciitis, still found time to shoot his
permanently limited the use own short. films and was
of his fingers and hands, and always called upon to create
for years, doctors warned his videos for student governparents, Dan and Linda ment and other school organDaneau, that eventually he izations.
Daneau got his first expemay never be able to walk
rience with the film industry
again.
Because of his condition when he created a sequel to
and the uncertainty of his Mission Never Again called
future, he spent a lot of his Desperate Times. The movie
earned him a selection into
childhood at Disney World
"[Our parents] took us to the Marco Island Film FestiDisney World like every val - his first festival as only
other weekend," Daneau's · a teenager.
Even now, Daneau has
sister, Christine Daneau, said
"They did everything they plenty more to brag about.
Upon graduating with his
thought a kid would want to
BFA in film from UCF in
do while he could still do it."
But Daneau's diagnosis 2005, he successfully created
was good. His fasciitis was two short films: Goodnight
treatable with the help of Charlie, about a young boy
medicine, a lot of physical letting go of his childhood
therapy and great doctors, fantasies and My November
and his arthritis only affected · Guest, about the meeting
between a young boy and an
the use of his hands.
So now, the recent UCF old man and the connection
grad and current master's they share.
Together, · these two
student of the UCF Graduate
Film Program successfully movies earned him entrance
holds a movie camera instead into more than 30 film festivals across the country.
of a baseball bat.
Daneau described his
And he wouldn't have it
any other way.
experience in the UCF Film
From an early age, Daneau School as "invaluable."
From there, he was selectknew he only wanted to be
two things in life - a magi- ed to the first UCF graduate
film program, one where only
cian or a film director.
That kind of creativity five students earn a spot each
started early when Daneau year.
"He's always been workand his sister, Christine, built
forts in their living room and ing on something," Christine
Daneau said, "or coming up
in their backyard as kids always wanting to create new with ideas."
"[Danny is] tireless," said
adventures.
"He used to focus himself . Randy Finch, associate proon more creative things," fessor in the UCF Film
Christine Daneau said. "If School. "You need many
there was something he skills to make it as a profescouldn't do because of his sional filmmaker, but you'll
arthritis, he just accepted it never stay in the game if you
don't like to work."
and did something else."
Daneau has taken on a
Instead of sports, Daneau
whole new form of work in
played video games.
"He would get so happy his most recent project.
Under his production
when he made it to the end of
the game," Christine Daneau company, Nightlight Pictures,
said.
"Not
necessarily and with the help of the UCF
because he beat it, but Film School, Daneau is workbecause he wanted to know ing on his biggest project to
the story at the end of it. It date, his graduate school thewas all about the stories with sis - a full-length, feature
film called A Monster in the
him."
At Bonita Springs Middle Attic.
School, Daneau spent a lot of
"His movies, including A
his time as an anchorman on Monster in the Attic, tend to
the school's news program. It be beautiful and mysterious
was there that he fell in love explorations of life and death
through the eyes of a child,'.'
with the camera.
''The TV show that we put Finch said
Set in Kanab, Utah,
on was supposed to be a news
show," Daneau said, "but real- Daneau says the movie is
ly it became like this kids' about a young brother and
show. It became an excuse to sister who are trapped in an
do wacky things. I had such a ominous house in the middle
of nowhere, who eventually
great time doing it."
In seventh grade, Daneau's uncover the mystery behind
teacher told him to go home the creature haunting their
and watch Glory, a movie lives.
'Tm always going back to
based on the Civil War's first
the things that influence us as
all-black regiment.
That same night, he children," Daneau said. "I
watched the movie with his became obsessed with that
sister and mother, and he idea. What are the common
monsters that we have, and
made up his mind
'Mer the movie was over do they ever go away?"
Daneau says he loves makI just sat there, frozen on the
couch," Daneau said "I knew ing movies that people can
then and there that I wanted relate to.
"When you watch his
to be a filmmaker."
Daneau spent the rest of movies, you can feel yourself
his childhood creating short in that situation," Christine
films at home that featured Daneau said ''His movies are
his friends, and even his cats, geared toward that imagination. What everyone else has
as the stars.
His first real film, Mission thought, or is capable of
Never Again, was what some thinking, he puts into film."
Filming, which began July
would consider a spy/action
thriller, or as Daneau said, "a 23, is scheduled to finish
spin-off of the movie Mission today, and Daneau says the
idea of filming and finishing
Impossible."
After that, Daneau contin- his movie is almost surreal
He says he remembers
ued to make movies throughout his time at Estero High being 13 and watching Orson
Welles' Citizen Kane. After
School
"I got to be known as the learning that Welles was only
school filmmaker," Daneau 24 when he made the movie,
Daneau made it his goal to be
said
Despite being the drum that age when he made his
major of the band, the home- first feature film.
FROM
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Daneau, now 24, has stayed
true to his dream.
He says the movie, which has
been on the drawing board for
nearly three years, wouldn't
have been possible without support from investors, friends,
family and the city of Kanab.
"People aren't investing in
this.because it's a great moneymaking opportunity,'' Daneau
said. "They're investing in me
because they believe in me, and
they believe in this project."
"His friends are just as passionate about making movies
and that's what makes his
movies so good," Christine
Daneau said, "knowing that he
has that support and talent
behind him."
Daneau is aware of the little
return the movie might make.
And he's OK with that.
For Daneau, it's not about the
money - it never has been. For
him, it's about fighting the odds.
It's about overcoming obstacles.
It's about living his childhood
dream.
"I spent so much time at Disney World because of my condition," Daneau said "So Walt Disney and the idea that, 'if you
dream it you can do it,' has
always had a big influence on my
life.
"I know it's a cheesy thing to
say, but I can look at that and say
'I'm doing it. I'm living my
dream."'

WELCOME STUDENTS!
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Count on your on-campus bookstore for
everything you need for school to
campus life including:

•

Online textbook ordering atwww.ucf.bncollege.com
Largest selection of USED textbooks
Lowest Textbook Pricing Guaranteed*
Year-round textbook buyback
Largest selection of UCF Apparel in the world
All required school supplies.
Full service cafe featuring Starbucks®
A portion of every sale goes t o support UCF!*

•

*Ask a bookseller for details.

LJC:F
UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
See website for updated store hours.

Bookstore
Your 011-can1pus srore
&

LAST DAY FOR TEXTBOOK REFUND IS MONDAY, AUGUST 27, 2007.
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•
ADD SOME LEADERSHIP &EXCITEMENT TO YOUR SCHEDULE. Register for a Military Science Class.
For more information, contact CPT Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, 407-823-5383 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!
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RUNNING AWAY WITH THE

WRAP
BASEBALL .

·'

Houston Cougars, class of C-USA West,
will have to win without star quarterback

•

•
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BRIAN MURPHY

TEXAS RANGERS EXPLODE FOR
30 RUNS AGAINST ORIOLES

Staff Writer

hen the season winds down, Knight fans hope
to see their football team atop Conference
US& East Division But don't forget about
the West; the six teams in this division have plenty to offer:
Five games against some of the nation's top teams (Texas,
Louisiana State, Oklahoma, Texas Christian, Brigham
Young).
Four teams that finished at or above the .500 mark
Tirree new head coaches.
And two players nominated for the Walter Camp
Award, which is given to the nation's best play,er.
This division would be set if it had a partridge in a
pear tree. But as consolation, the West does have the
defending conference champion in the team that begins this
division preview.

BALTIMORE - Five runs in the fourth
inning. Nine runs in the sixth.Ten in the
eighth.Six more in the ninth.The Texas
Rangers rounded the bases at adizzying
pace Wednesday night and became the first
team in 110 years to score 30 runs in a
game, setting an American League record in
a30-3 rout of the Baltimore Orioles.'Tuis is
something freaky," said Marton Byrd, who
hit one oftwo Texas grand slams."You won't
see anything like this again for along, long
time. I am glad Iwas on this end of it."
Trailing 3--0 in the opener ofadoubleheader,
Texas couldn't be stopped.Finally,the lastplace Rangers did something right'We set a
record for something on the good side of
baseball," manager Ron Washington said.
Texas kept right on h~ng in the second
game, too, although ata decidedly tamer
pace.Travis Metcalf drove in four runs and
the Rangers used athree-run eighth for a97victory and adoubleheader sweep.

SOCCER
D.C. UNITED STRIKER SETS ·
MLS CAREER GOAL RECORD
WASHINGTON - Jaime Moreno broke
the MLS goal-scoring record'Whenhe
converted a penalty kick in the second
half of D.C. United's 3-1 victory over the
New York Red Bulls on Wednesday
night. It was the 109th career goal for
the Bolivian forward, moving him
ahead ofJason Kreis. Moreno had been
stuck on 108 since May 19,when he
scored on a penalty kick in a 2-1 win at
Toronto. Moreno's pursuit ofthe record
had been slowed by national teai:n
duty and a hamstring injury. All of
Moreno's four goals this season have
come on penalty kicks.This one came in
the 48th minute, after teammate
Luciano Emilio was fouled by Hunter
Freeman in the penalty area.Ben Olsen
and Christian Gomez gave United (116-3) a 2-0 lead with goals in the first 10
minutes.Juan Pablo Angel cut the lead
to one with a penalty kick in the 21st
minute, his 13th goal ofthe season, for
the Red Bulls (10-8-3).

t

BASKETBALL

LHouston
7-1 in C-USA, 10-4 overall; Copference champions, lost in the Liberty Bowl 44-36 to South Caro!ina

The Good: The Cougars' lost a lot of offensive
production over the winter, but their running game
shouldn't miss a beat with the return of senior
Anthony Alridge. Alridge was the lightning in the
Cougars' thunder-and-lightning running game in
2006 as he shared carries with 6-foot~2-inch, 245pound Jackie Battle.
Battle has moved on, and Alridge will now get a
full load ofcarries this seasoIL He's very quick, he is
an accomplished pass catcher and his 10.1 yards per
carry average is the best among all returning running backs in C-USA
The Cougars will run this Camp Award nominee as often as possible.
The Bad: One big reason why the Cougars will
be so dependent on Alridge is because they are taking a big step back at quarterback
Kevin Kolb was the conference's offensive
MVP last season and was a second-round
selection by the Philadelphia Eagles in April's
NFL draft. The Cougars are left to replace
him with either Blake Joseph or Case
Keenum.
Joseph is a redshirt sophomore who
has completed six passes in his career.
Joseph has the edge on redshirt freshman Keenum to be the Cougars' starting
quarterback when they open their season at Oregon on Sept 1, but there is no
doubt that the change will affect the entire
team.
It doesn't help that the team's top

"
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US. TEAM DOMINATES

receiver last season, Vmcent Marshall, is also gone.
The Ugly: A lot of last year's players are still
around this year, as Houston returns 17 starters and
52 lettenneIL
Those players were on a team last year that had
· trouble winning the close games. Houston had a
very high-powered team last year, scoring at least
34 points in seven games. But the Cougars lost three
games by a total of eight points. Coaches always
stress their team's ability to finish. The Cougars
must do a better job ofthat this season ifthey want
to repeat

2.Tulsa
5-3 in C-USA, 8-5 overall; finished third, lost
Armed Forces Bowl 25-13 to Utah.
The Good: Todd Graham returns to Tulsa after
being the head coach at Rice for one season and
brings an impressive staff with him that had previous coaching stints at schools including Alabama,
Arkansas and West Virginia Gus Malzahn, who
was named the 2006 National Offensive Coordinator of the Year by Rivals.com for his work at
Arkansas, now will try to improve quarterback Paul
Smith, who ranks second in school history in passing yards and third in touchdowns.
Tulsa also returns six starters to a defense that
led C-USA in total defense. The Golden Hurricane
allowed less than 300 yards per game last season,
and that defense will be led by First-Team All-CUSA linebacker Nelson Coleman in 2007.
The Bad: The Hurricane return 12 starters from
last seasoIL Unfortunately for Coleman, Tulsa lost
four of its top five tacklers and two ofits best defenPLEASE SEE

TULANE ON A8
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VENEZUELA IN QUALIFIER
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LAS VEGAS - Once Carmelo Anthony
and Kobe Bryant warmed up, there was
no way Venezuela could keep up.
Anthony scored 17 points, Bryant
added 14,and the United States rolled
to a 112-69 victory Wednesday night in
its opening game of the FIBA Americas
tournament.The Americans faced the
U.S. Virgin Islands in the final game
Thursday night at press time. Bryant
was making his long-awaited
international debut, while Anthony~
the leading American scorer last year at
the world championships.They needed
a little more than a quarter to show
they could be aformidable duo.Jason
Kidd and Dwight Howard started along
with LeBron James, Bryant and
Anthony, the three starters coach Mike
Krzyzewski had already named. All 12
players saw action in the first quarter,
which ended with the Americans up
21-8 after some shaky shooting. Bryant ·
was scoreless and Anthony had only
four points in the opening period, but
they didn't stay quiet for long.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Volleyball begins today

GEORGIA STATE INVITATIONAL TOURNEY
UCF KNIGHTS

Knights open slate .with 4 matches in 2 days
RYAN BASS
Contributing Writer

The last time UCF Volleyball made a trip to the Georgia State Sports Arena; its
streak of 21 consecutive conference wins was snapped by
the Georgia State Panthers.
That was 2004. This
weekend, the Knights head
'back to the same arena, looking to start their season on a
good note.
UCF travels to Atlanta for
the Georgia State Invitational
this weekend, where it will
kick off the 2007 season with
four matches in two days,
headlined by a season-open-

ing match against Fordham at
10:30 am. today.
The Rams, who had a 21-15
record last season and finished third in the Atlantic 10
Conference's East Division,
have three starters returning.
"They graduated four
players last year, so we are
interested to see how they
have recovered from losing
their four seniors, as we have
lost four of our seniors," head
volleyball coach Meg Colado
said. "I think it will be a good
matchup, they have a lot of
incoming freshmen as well."
At 6 p.m., the Knights will
take on fonner Atlantic Sun
Conference foe Georgia

State. The Panthers bring
back seven lettermen from
last year's 10-19 squad,
including stars Ana Paula
Ferreira and Amy Lusk, who
combined for 620 kills last
seasoIL
The Knights will wrap up
the tournament Saturday
with matches against East
Tennessee State at 9 am. and
Chattanooga at 4 p.m.
ETSU comes into the
tournament after winning 16
of its final 18 matches last
season, while Chattanooga
·has the most experience of
any team in the tournament
PLEASE SEE

PLAYERS ON AB

The Knights kick off their 200?. season
with a trip to Atlanta for the Georgia
State Invitational Tournament. UCF will
face off against Fordham, Georgia State,
East Tennessee and Chattanooga.

FORDHAM RAMS

GSU PANTHERS

Today at 10:30 a.m.

Today6p.m.
The Rams open the
tournament against the
Knights, the first match
for both schools.

GSU finished 2006 with
arecord of 10-19, 6-12
in the Colonial Athletic
Association.

ETSU BUCCANEERS

CHATTANOOGA MOCS

Saturday at 9 a.m.

Saturday at 4p.m.
The Bucs ended last
season with a 25-7
record, winning 16 in a
row at one point

The Moccasins enter
the tourney after
compiling a 13-20
record in 2006.
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sive backs. Chris Chamberlain
is another solid player at linebacker, but this defense is going
to need some extraordinary
effort from a lot of backups.
The Ugly: The defense has
nothing to complain about
compared to what Tulsa's
offense lost in the offi>eason.
Star running back Courtney
Tennial is still there, but to
whom Smith is going to throw
the ball is a huge question mark
Tulsa lost its top two wide
receivers and its starting tight
end from last season. Also, the
Hurricane's offensive line will
have four new starters. The
only returning player on that
line is right guard Justin Morsey.
Smith did carry the ball 101
times last season, so he can run.
That ability may be very helpful
to him this season as he tries to
either create his own play with
the lack ofweapons around him
or escape defenders who have
blown past the offensive line.

3.SMU
6-6 overall, 4-4 in C-USA;
finished fourth.
The Good: The Mustangs
have a very young and explosive combo with their quarterback and top wide receiver.
Justin Willis earned C-USA
Freshman of the Year honors in
2006 as he threw for 26 touchdowns and ran for three more. ·
Sophomore
receiver
Emmanuel Sanders caught nine
of those touchdowns and is
extremely fast
Sanders broke a 29-year-old
SMU record by catching a
touchdown pass in six consecutive games last season. Willis
will also be helped by the
returns of four starting offensive lineman.
The Bad: The Mustangs'
defense finished the season
ranked in the middle of C-USA
Cory Muse turned in a solid
season with seven sacks, but he
is the only defensive lineman
who is back in 2007.
The Mustangs had 31 sacks
last season, second-best in the
conference, but all that pressure
on opposing quarterbacks may
go down significantly with ·
those missing parts.

The Ugly: What is ugly
about SMU is the hype surrounding it It's not USC-type
hype, but some are saying that
SMU could be the sleeper team
that becomes the surprise ofthe
conference this season.
Others hav~ said they might
even win the West The experience is there with 16 returning
starters, but you don't need to
look any further than UTEP to
get a reality check on all the
sleeper talk The Miners had a
veteran-laden team last season
and were expected to contend
at the top of C-USA But they
lost five of their last six games
and finished with a disappointing 3-5 conference record
Road games against Southern Miss, Houston and Tulsa
will be difficult tests for the
Mustangs.
4.UTEP
3-5 in C-USA, 5-7 overall; fin-

ished fifth.
The Good: Here's another
Texas team that lost a lot of
offense and must rely on its
ground game to produce the
bulk of its offense.
Coach Mike Price said that
running back Marcus Thomas
has to be better for the Miners
to succeed. Thomas averaged
just 33 yards per carry in 2006,
but he will receive a lot more
than 156 carries in 2007.
Another bright spot for the
Miners is safety Quintin
Demps, who led the league
with seven interceptions last
season.
The Bad: Like Houston,
UTEP must replace its quarterback, Jordan Palmer, who set
school passing records foryards
and touchdowns, and its top
wide receiver, Johnnie Lee Higgins, who led the league in allpurpose yards last season.
Price said at C-USA Media
Blitz on July 30 that the quarterback position will be shared
among Lome Sam. Trevor Vittatoe and Kyle Wright. And
when Sam is not behind center,
he might be split out wide and
fill Higgins' old spot
The Ugly: Price said that
special teams is the one area of
. his team that he is worried
about the most
He should be, as the Miners

lost their kicker, punter and
You can say the crop of new
long snapper from last season. starters could help replace
But Price certainly can't be rest- some departed dead weight and
ing easily with his current bring some new life to this
defense. The Miners allowed defense. Or you could say that
the most first downs in C-USA the lack of starting experience
and recorded just 22 sacks in 12 could make this defense even
games last season.
more dismal this season. The
Experience is also an issue near-complete overhaul of the
for this defense, as the Miners Rice defense leaves you no way
return only four starters and . to expect what will happen with
will have an entirely new defen- that unit.
sive line.
6. 'Tulane
5.Rice
2-6 in C-USA, 4-8 overall;
6-2 in C-USA, 7-6 overall; fin- finished sixth.
ished second, lost in New
The Good: Former UCLA
coach and new Tulane coach
Orleans Bowl 41-17 to Troy.
The Good: Anything posi- Bob Toledo said that running
tive about the Owls has to start back Matt Forte is the "hamwith wide receiver Jarett Dil- mer" of the offense. Despite
lard. He is one of the best missing the final two games of
receivers in college football, and the 2006 season due to injury,
his numbers last year brought Forte still finished with 10
some rare national attention to touchdowns.
'Tulane is another West team
Rice. Dillard caught 91 passes
for 1,274 yards and an astound- that has lost its quarterback and
ing 21 touchdowns, which set a best wide receiver from last
season, so the senior Forte will
conference record
He enters this season with a be getting a lot ofwork this year.
streak of 15 consecutive games He just has to stay healthy,
with a touchdown catch, three which has been a problem for
shy of the all-time record He is him.
The Bad: The Green Wave
on the Camp Award list and is
one of the few true game- ranked 11th in pass defense last
year and will be without both of
changing players in C-USA
The Bad: Chase Clement is a their starting comerbacks from·
solid quarterback He is very last season.
smart with the ball, as shown by
One ofthe two missing playhis touchdown-to-interception ers is Israel Route, who was the
ratio last season, which was Green Wave's best comerback
more than four-to-one. He is and the team's second-best
nominated for some national defensive player behind safety
awards given to quarterbacks. David Skehan. Fortunately for
Unfortunately, he may be his the Green Wave's defensive
backfield. Skehan is one ofeight
team's best running back, too.
With the departure ofl,000- returning defensive starters.
The Ugly: Tulane had to find
yard rusher Quinton Smith,
new head coach David Bailiff a replacement for departed
said that he may not have a play- quarterback Lester Ricard, so
er on his roster better suited to heading into fall practice, Tolebe his starting running back do opened a three-way compethan Clement He had 107 car- tition for the job between Scott
ries, 481 yards and four touch- Elliot, Anthony Scelfo and
Kevin Moore.
downs last season.
The Ugly: This may be good
Elliot, a junior, won the job
or bad Rice returns only two and will start at quarterback in
starters from the front seven of the Green Wave's first game of
last year's defense. But that the season versus Mississippi
defense was flat-out terrible in State. Elliot is the lone quarterback on the roster with any
2006.
Rice ranked dead last in total game _experience, but while'
defense and allowed the most playing in parts ofsix games last
rushing yards in C-USA The season, Elliot completed a pitiOwls allowed 54 touchdowns ful 13-of-30 pass attempts with
last season.
zero touchdowns.

Players to find their on-court chemistry
FROM
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with six seniors and three juniors on its roster.
"This tournament definitely has some teams that are
beatable," outside hitter
Stephanie Serena said. "There
are no huge Big 12 teams, so I
definitely want to look at it as
a confidence builder for the
rest of the season ... I hope
this tournament is just a stepping stool for the rest of the
season so it will just prepare
us for conference [matches]."
Step-by-step is exactly
how the Knights will
approach the matches in this
tournament.
"We are just excited to go
to Georgia State and excited
to face some good teams,"
said middle back Jenny Heppert, who recorded 71 blocks
in 23 matches last season. "I
think we will find out a lot
about what kind of team we
are, how we are going to jell
together and what direction
we are going to go in this

season,"
Heppert knows that the
biggest obstacle to her team's
success is not any team they
play, but themselves.
"We have been mostly
worried about our own game
leading up to this week," she
said "That's kind of the focus
for this first tournament really getting our feet under
us and not worrying too much
about whom we are playing
and how to play them, but
more about our own game
and how we are going to beat
them with what we have to
bring to the table."
Coach Colado knows the
Knights'
communication
needs to be sharp in order to
be successful.
"Right now, we know who
we face, but really it's about
taking care of our side of the
net by keeping our errors to a
minimum, staying aggressive,
and working within the lineup
that's on the floor," Colado
said.
The Knights could feature

a number of different lineups
in this weekend's tournament,
all of which include Heppert
and outside hitter Schanell
Neiderworder. Many of the
seven newcomers could also
get a chance to compete for
starting time in the matches.
"We have found that there
is · some definite chemistry
that works better with certain
people,'' Colado said. "There
has just been some healthy
competition in the gym."
One of those combinations
that could get the start for the
Knights is freshmen Kristen
Petrasic and Brittany Turnbull, both of whom have
shown great chemistry when
playing together.
"The way we feel about the
game and the way we connect
on the court, I don't know if
its just that I have just gotten
to know her so well, but we
have kind of the same techniques and we play the same
way," Petrasic said. "We have
the same mindset and I guess
it kind of just works well

together."
Playing four matches in
two days could be tough for
this young team, but Colado
feels the experience is just
what it needs.
· "My thought when I was
making the schedule was that
with us being such a young
team that we needed to play a
lot before conference," Colado said. "We needed to get in
a good, solid amount of
matches so that we could figure out the best lineup and
give us as much experience as
we can gather."
The Knights hope that
experience can turn them into
a winning squad, starting with
at least a couple of wins this
weekend.
"It is very important to get
some confidence under our
belt coming off a-not-so-great
season,'' N eiderworder said.
"It is definitely important that
we come out strong and show
people that we are a different
team, and we are ready to
win.''
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Despite Hollywood's
best efforts, this
weekend's box office
fails to spark the
imagination
WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

..
•

•

•
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Did you find The Decalogue to
be sorely lacking in laughs? Well,
you've got at least a l-in-10 shot
that The Ten will do the trick.
Director/co-writer David Wain
(Wet Hot American Summer) has
enlisted sketch comedy troupe
The State, in addition to a couple
of guest stars, for this omnibus of
stories relating in varying degrees
to the Bible's Ten Commandments.
We have: a skydiver without a
'chute (Adam Brody), who
becomes a superstar in spite of his
ground-bound circumstances; a
virgin librarian (Gretchen Mol),
who falls for a Mexican carpenter
named Jesus H. Christ (a priceless
Justin Theroux); a surgeon (cowriter Ken Marino), who murders
a patient as a "goof;" a family man
(Liev Schreiber), who feels compelled to keep up with his neighbor's number of CAT scan
machines; a just-wed bride
(Winona Ryder), who falls for a
ventriloquist's dummy; and a husband (A.D. Miles), who stays
home on Sundays to hang out in
the nude; not to mention a few
others.

The Ten

***•.

Rated:R
Directed by: David Wain
Starring: Paul Rudd, Jessica Alba, Winona
Ryder, Adam Brody, Famke Janssen, Rob
Corddry, liev Schreiber, Oliver Platt
Opens today
at Regal Winter Park Village 20
The characters of Paul Rudd
and Famke Janssen share their
own segment and then, together
with Jessica Alba, participate in a
series of interstitial events that
incorporate the
adulterous
themes of the Eighth Commandment in between segments.
The other portions of the story
tie into their respective commandments with the same moderate
connection: some take the theme
rather literally (the neighbor
sketch), while others use it solely
as a jumping-off point for bizarre
tangents (the nudist sketch). To
boot, each and every part shares at
least one character with another,
PLEASE SEE GOYA'S GHOST ON A12

COURTBYTHINKfllM

Winona Ryder, who plays a newly wed, and a ventriloquist's dummy, top, share an intimate moment
whUe several men hang out in the nude in the 71Je Ten, a comedy that features a series of and
sketches loosely related to the Bible's Ten Commandments.
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Rapper makes music to the Eardrum
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

Mr. Bean's Holiday Universal Pictures

Becoming Jane
(PG) 12:25p, 3:45, 7:05, 10:10, 12:50a

The Bourne Ultimatum
(PG-13) 12:30p, 3:10,7:40, 10:20, 12:55a

EICantante
(BJ J·JOp 4·10 Z·SQ JQ-35

Eye ofthe Dolphin
(PG-13) 12:10p, 2:20, 4:30, 7:10, 9:35, 11:45

Hairspray
(PG) 12:55p,3:40, 7:15, 10:00, 12:35a

Harry Potter andtheOrderofthe Phoenix
(PG-13) 12"1 Sp l20

Illegal Tender
(R) 1:05p,4:25, 7:40, 10:30

INow Pronounce You Chuck and Larry
(PG-13) 12:50p, 3:55, 7:00, 9:40, 12:25a

The Invasion
(PG-13) 12:05p, 2:30, 4:55,7:45, 10:35, 12:50a

When attempting success
in any realm of life, the third
time is said to be the charm.
But with a string of sonically
pleasing releases, it's a feat in
itself that Talib Kweli was able
to knock out three engaging
albums and still have the
spark to produce a fourth.
Finally, Kweli released
Eardrum on Tuesday to a fan
base that has helped the rapper stay vocal without maintaining a constant place in the
spotlight.
Collaboration is nothing
new for the New York native,
whose main commercial success has come from his work
with Kanye West, Mos Def
and Dilated Peoples.

TALIB KWELI

RUM.

TalibKweli
Album: Eardrum

****•

Label: Blacksmith/Warner Bros.
Available Now
On Eardrum, Kweli raises
the bar and turns the collection of songs into a melting
pot of different sounds and
vibes.

The new album is used to
display Kweli's diversity and
universal appeal as he networks with different artists to
push boundaries and continue the social preaching that
has appeared on releases
prior to Eardrum.
Kweli fulfills the expectations of audiences and produces tracks that feature the
talent of artists, such as
Norah Jones, Justin Timberlake and Musiq Soulchild.
I
Eardrum embraces brass .
instrumentation, giving the
music the feel of a rap-infused
Robert Randolph knockoff.
There is also play with an
organ and a synthesizer.
Kweli keeps his rhymes
fresh by attaching catchy,
repetitive melodies and choruses.

Eardrum never tries to
downplay the importance of
other featured artists on a
given track. By separating his
vocal work from the work of
guest artists, Kweli is able to
highlight the differences of
musical compositions while
still adding to the f mal mix.
The top picks off of the
release are "More or Less"
and "Hostile Gospel, Pt. l.''
While most songs open
with some sort of instrumental interlude, the album's
introductory song opens with
a poem that segues into
Kweli's own vocals.
"Eat to Live" depicts the
harsh realities of poverty and
the struggle to survive.
His family -background
includes both educators and
the well educated.

Perhaps Kweli's thoughtprovoking lyrics are in some
way a reflection of his days
sperit at New York University.
Eardrum separates itself
from typical radio hip-hop
with its meaty content: Yet,
even without mass radio play,
the music of Talib Kweli can't
seem to hide from the masses
for too long.
Eardrum features 20 new
tracks of dense material that
are sure to stay in your music
player for a while.
As far as taking his show
on the road, Talib Kweli has a
few dates lined up in the
North and in Canada. No
Orlando dates have been set.

(

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to:
AmandaKSh.apiro@gmailcom

The Last legion
(PG-13)7·50p 10·45

Mr. Bean's Holiday

(GJ 12:0sp ns 4·so z·io 9-45 maa

The Nanny Diaries

(PG-B) 12-!Xlp rn s·oo BS JO:QS JNQa
Resurrecting the Champ

Murray caught golf carting under the influence

(PG-13) 12:40p, 3:50, 8:05, 10:55

RushHour3
(PG-13) 12:35p, 3:25, 6:55, 9:30, 11:50
Digital projection shoWtimes: 1:15p, 4:00, 8:10, 10:50

The Simpsons Movie
(PG-13) 12:45p, 3:30, 6:45, 9:20, 11:50

Stardust
(PG-13) 3:15p, 8:00, 10:40
Open captioned showtimes: 12:15p

Superbad
(RJ 12:20p, 1:00,3:35, 4:35, 7:20, 7:55, 9:50, 10:25,
12:30a, 12:55

Transformers
(PG-13) 6:50p, 9:55

War
(RJ 12:25p, 4:20, 7:25, 10:20, 12:55a
- Listingsfor Friday, Aug. 24

CJTIIETUBE
8 p.m. NBC Miss Teen USA 2007

Miss Teen USA 2006 Katie Blair crowns her
successor at the 25th annual gala, held at the
Pasadena Civic Auditorium in Pasadena, Calif.
At least there is still one beauty pageant on
broadcast TV.

•

•mrna11J.t~~r~
8 p.m. NBC America's Got Talent

The final four contestants compete for the
$1 million prize; Sean Kingston, Taylor Swift,
the Muppets and UB40 perform with the
contestants; David Hasselhoff performs. This
already aired once this week, but it's worth
watching again to see the Hoff sing.

=:>
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8 p.m. FOX Teen Choice 2007

Hilary Duff and Nick Cannon host the ninth
annual event, which features performances
by Fergie, Kelly Clarkson and Avril Lavigne.
This is the award show where winners
receive a giant surfboard.

timl~ifiJ

-

9 p.m. ABC Fat March
The marchers confront the toughest terrain .
and hottest weather of the competition;
each marcher must climb a 25-foot
telephone pole and trust teammates to get
back down; an "Amish challenge" has the
contestants gathering cabbages in a field. At
least this show doesn't beat around the bush
with their title, unlike The Biggest Loser.

8 p.m. NBC Uve From New York: 711e First Five
Yeats ofSaturday Night Live

Alook at the early years of the late-night
comedy staple that premiered on Oct. 11,
1975. Nothing like 30-year-old parodies of
people we've never heard of.
1op.m. MTV The Real World

KellyAnne and Parisa get over Dunbar, and
KellyAnne moves on to her next crush:
Cohutta. We haven't watched an episode of
the new season yet, but judging by the
names of the housemates, it has to be good.
10 p.m. MTV Celebrity Rap Supernar
Amusic competition series pairing 1O
celebrities with rappers who serve as their
mentors. One aspiring rapper is voted off
each week by viewers. This show looks like a
total train wreck, making it perfect for MTV.

BILLBOARD
TOP 5 ALBUMS:
Artist/Title I Label
1. Soundtrack/ High School
Musical 2/Walt Disney
2. Miley Cyrus/ Hannah
Montana 2 (Soundtrack)/
Meet Miley Cyrus/Walt
Disney/ Hollywood
3. DaveMatthewsAndTim
Reynolds/ Live At Radio
City/ Barna Rags/ RCA
4. · Various Artists/ Now 25/
Universal/ EMI/ Sony BMG/
Zomba
5. Soundtrack/ Hairspray/
Newline

"'•

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
·- Bill Murray could face a
drunken driving charge
after cruising through
downtown Stockholm in .a
golf cart and refusing to take
a Breathalyzer test, citing
tJ.S.law.
Police officers spotted
the Caddyshack star early
Monday in the sJow-moving
vehicle and noticed he
smelled of alcohol when
they pulled him over, said
Detective-Inspector Christer Holmlund of the Stockholm police.
Murray, who had been at
a golf tournament in Sweden, signed a document
admitting that he was driving under the influence and
agreed to let a police officer
plead guilty for him if the
case goes to court, Holmlund said.
He said the 56-year-old
actor/comedian would only
be charged if tests show his
blood alcohol level exceeded the legal limit, which is
quite low in Sweden.
A very high alcohol le-..rel
could lead to a prison sentence, but Holmlund said
fines were more likely.
An e-mail to Murray's
lawyer, David Nochimson,
seeking comment wasn't
immediately returned.
The golf cart had been on
display for a week outside
the downtown hotel where
Murray and other VIPs
attending the Scandinavian
Masters golf tournament
were staying, tournament
head Fredrik Nilsmark said.
Murray apparently drove
the golf cart to the trendy
Cafe Opera nightclub, less
than a mile away, and was
pulled over on his way back
to the hotel.
N""ilsmark said the vehicle
wasn't intended for guests.
It isn't illegal to drive a
golf cart in city traffic in
Sweden, but Holmlund said
it is very 1,umsual.

Model's former fights allowed
in maid's lawsuit against her
NEW YORK - Naomi
Campbell's string of tussles
with aides and maids can be
raised in a lawsuit against
her.
The British model tried to
block former maid, Gaby
Gibson, from bringing up
Campbell's history of scufiles
with people who work for
her, saying it was "scandalous
and prejudicial." But in a ruling published Wednesday,
Manhattan State Supreme
Court Judge Michael Stallman said previous incidents
could be admitted.
Gibson was very happy
about Stallman's ruling, said
her lawyer, Lambros Lambrou.
Gibson worked for
Campbell from November
2005 through January 2006.
She claims the 37-year-old
model hit her, called her bigoted names and threatened
to charge her with theft after
being unable to fmd a pair of
jeans designed by Stella
McCartney.
. Campbell has denied the
claims. She was never
charged with any crime in
the incident Gibson alleges.
Campbell pleaded guilty
in January to misdemeanor
assault for throwing her cell
phone at another maid, Ana

director. By signing it, she said,
she gave up the right to make
further claims to his assets. She
also accused the lawyer of
secretly acting on Burton's
behal£
Court papers filed by Burton's attorneys countered that
the director gave Marie $5 million to sign the contract, which
released him from any further

claims to his assets. He contended that if she wanted to
rescind the deal she was obligated to return the money.
Superior Court Judge Teresa
Sanchez-Gordon said Marie's
complaint didn't support her
allegation. Ten days were given
to revise the action.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

and Race Book

JIM ROGASH I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bill Murray drives a golf cart during a golf tournament in 1999. Murray could face a
drunken driving charge after cruising through downtown Stockholm, Sweden, on Monday
in a golf cart and refusing a breath test after he was pulled over, Stockholm police said.
Murray later signed a document admitting that he was driving under the influence.

Scolavino. Sentenced to pay
Scolavino's medical expenses, attend an anger management program and do five
days of community service,
Campbell traded couture
togs for a city Department of
Sanitation vest to sweep,
mop and scrub at a Manhattan garbage truck garage in
March.
In February 2000, Campbell pleaded guilty in Toronto to an assault charge for
beating assistant Georgina
Galanis while making a film
in Canada in 1998. Under an
agreement with prosecutors, Campbell expressed
remorse and was released
without punishment or a
criminal record.

who appeared. in several of Burton's films, sued last December,
alleging Burton us~d fraud to
cheat her out of assets he promised to share with her during
their nearly 10-year, live-in relationship.
Burton said he and Marie
would "combine their efforts
and earnings and would share
equally any and all" accumulated property, her lawsuit
claimed.
When Burton suddenly
ended their relationship, Marie
claimed she was referred to an
attorney who convinced her to
agree to a contract with the

.LABOR DAY
Mondiv • Sept 3rd

FREE ADMISSION

50C Hot nous, 50C son Drinks
- &50C Baerl
IPromotions Food All Davi

College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad ·Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

Ifs age before fighting for Li,
Chan in their film collaboration
HONG KONG - Jet Li is
urging audiences to keep
expectations low for his
eagerly anticipated fight
scenes with Jackie Chan in
an upcoming film.
He says ies not that kind
of movie - and they're both
getting too old.
''When Jackie Chan and I
first wanted to work together 15 years ago, our passion
was at its peak. ... Our desire
to succeed was very strong,'~
the 44-year-old Li said.
"Now we joke that when we
watch the The Forbidden
Kingdom our c.ombined age
is 100." (Chan is 53.)
The martial arts stars
come to blows ll\ The Forbidden Kingdom, about an
American teenager's fantasy ,
journey to ancient China to
rescue a mythological Monkey King, but Li warns:
"How intense are the battle scenes? My mentality is to
not have high expectations."
The film is tentatively
scheduled for U.S. release
next spring.

Director's ex told to rework
her case against former hubby
LOS ANGELES - Tim
Burton's ex-girlfriend was
ordered Wednesday to
revise her lawsuit against
the Batman director after a
judge ruled it didn't sufficiently support claims that
Burton had backed out of a
promise to financially support her.
Lisa Marie, an actress
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Black is the new blah
for backpacks this fall
JAMIE SALMASIAN
StaffWriter

I

.

•

..

Backpacks are a back-toschool staple, and the most
popular bags this season are
the graphic ones. .
Although an abundance of
plain, solid:.colored backpacks can be spotted all
around campus, the newest
trends include stars, plaid,
polka dots, corduroy and
vibrant colors. According to
USA Today, about half of all
the JanSport backpacks sold
are black, but this season,
prints and designs also are
creeping into the mainstream.
Estefania Brando, a 19year-old sophomore finance
. major at UCF, is one of the
students who will help make
the graphic backpack a top
seller.
She bought a JanSport
SuperBreak Chocolate Chip
Bubbles Backpack from Rack
Room Shoes for about $40.
She said the pattern of this
backpack caught her eye
more than any of the other
patterns available.
"I just like the design; it
just stood out because of the
colors and the design," Brando said. "I like JanSport.
They're sturdy."
Another student sporting
a graphic backpack around
campus
is
Marehan
Nakhnoukh, a 21-year-old
senior biology major at UCF.
She bought her JanSport
SuperBreak Twinkle Stars
Backpack from Anchor Blue
in Altamonte for about $40.
"I like pink, and it has pink
stars on it," Nakhnoukh said.
She said she bought it for its
looks and for its brand.
But there is more to backpacks than appearance. Backpack sizes vary, depending on
how many books and supplies you need to haul to class.
Some bags can also help distribute weight more evenly to
both of your shoulders.
Popular. backpacks are
sold at most retail stores, as
well as online, and they are
available from a variety of
brands. JanSport is the most
popular backpack brand in
the U.S., while other brands;
such as The North Face and
L.L. Bean, follow closely
behind.
Even though there is some
heavy competition from messenger bags, tote bags and
large purses, graphic backpacks stand out from the
other types ofbags as a way to
carry your supplies in style.

"I just like the
design; [my
backpack] just
stood out because
of the colors·and
the design."
ESTEFANIA BRANDO,
SOPHOMORE, FINANCE

PREM
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FOR EVERYONE TIL MID-NIGHT
PARTY WITH

2000
OF YOUR
CLOSEST FRIENDS!

MTV AWARD-WINNING DJ
HIP-HOP + DANCE,

NIGHTCLU

SATU RDA
18+ WELCOME

407.898.4004
ROXYORLANDO.COM
VIP RESERVATIONS 407.497.4828

PHOTOS BY JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Estefania Brando, top, sports her colorful backpack, and Marehan Nakhnoukh holds her
starry bag Wednesday in the Student Union. This fall, patterned backpacks are replacing
more traditional solid color bags. JanSport, a major backpack manufacturer, has started
offering more out-there designs on its bags for back-to-school shoppers.
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Goya's Ghost a mess, Champ not quite compelling
FROM A9

Resurrecting the Champ

***•.

seemingly for no other reason
than to foster a sense of continuity.
Rated: PG -13
While the ensemble may be
Directed by: Rod Lurie
continuous, the laughs are
Starring: Samuel L.Jackson, Josh
Hartnett, Teri Hatcher, Kathryn Morris,
hardly consistent. Some of the
Alan Alda, Rachel Nichols, Ryan
sketches simply run too long
McDonald, Stephen Strachan
(the inmate sketch), while othOpens everywhere today
ers just aren't funny (the animated sketch), and only two
stand out as the most inspired
Goy<BGhost
and frequently hilarious effort:
the Mexican Jesus sketch thanks in part to its foul-minded narrator - and the CAT
Rated: PG -13
·scan sketch.
Directed by: Milos Forman
Starring: Natalie Portman, Stellen
No other sketches manage
Skarsgard
to be as consistently creative
Opens today
or amusing as those two, and
at Regal Winter Park Village 20
the whole suffers as a result.
There are certainly still
humorous moments - the
intros to each bit are frequently funny, and Ryder and uphill battle with a character
Schreiber are surprisingly whose circumstances grow
game for their screwball increasingly, and sometimes
moments - but the duds real- amusingly, unfortunate at
ly miss the mark with greater nearly every turn.
regularity than the hits, perOh, and then Randy Quaid
haps because the peak arrives shows up as the king of Spain.
so early in the film with Rudd
Yes, you read that right.
trying to keep the ball in play
Imagine, if you will, that
during the downtime.
you're sitting in on a lecture
The collective effort of regarding the Spanish InquisiCOURTESY VARI FILM GROUP
Wain and friends is admirable, tion. Imagine further that the
to say the least, but without a professor continues to interleaner focus, it's a shaky ject his political beliefs withprospect at best. Oh, there are out prompt as the class clown
laughs - I can assure you of awkwardly stands by, adorned
that much - but simply not as with a cardboard crown. Sudmany as there are jokes.
denly, who rushes into the
classroom but a crazed Natalie
Portman looking for her baby.
Goylri Ghosts
Samuel Goldwyn Films
As with Goya's Ghosts, it
Marking the return of would make for a bizarrely
Milos Forman, the Oscar-win- watchable scenario, albeit for
ning director of Amadeus and all the wrong reasons.
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's
As watchable as this film
Nest, after seven years, Goya's may be, all the lavish costumes
Ghosts is a muddled mess.
and intricate production
Brother Lorenzo (Javier designs in the world would fail
Bardem), friend of the famous to make it a truly pretty sight.
Goya
(Stellan
artist,
Skarsgard), sees fit to have Resurrecting the Champ
Ines (Natalie Portman) tor- Vari Film Group
tured by the Spanish InquisiWhen a drama begins with
tion after she refuses a partic- a flimsy writing/boxing
ularly unappetizing pork dish. metaphor - specifically, one
After dodging the painter's being uttered from the mouth
inquiries as to why his muse of thespian Josh Hartnett - it
was taken prisoner, Lorenzo simply cannot bode well.
swiftly swaps allegiances once However, once the self-importhe Inquisition goes bust.
tant narration vanishes, ResurFifteen years later, the now- recting the Champ balances
deaf Goya still seeks the itself as less of an inspirational
whereabouts of the now- sports movie and mo.re of a
crazed Ines from the now- curious, yet not quite comwealthy Lorenzo. Goya's inter- pelling, tale of journalism.
est is further reignited by the
After Erik (Hartnett) is
COURTESY SAMUEL GOLDWYN FILMS
sight of Alicia, a prostitute made aware by his editor Samuel L. Jackson, top left as the fallen boxer Battlin' Bob Saterfield, shows some moves to struggling journalist Josh Hartnett in Resuffecting the Champ. Natalie Portman, as Ines in
who happens to bear a striking (Alan Alda, showing his age Goya's Ghost, has some serious baby mamma drama. Jackson's theatrics in the Champ can't save the film from itself, while Goya's Ghost is less of a haunting tale and more daunting one.
resemblance to Ines.
but no lesser for it) that his
While the first half of the stories are "a lot of typing; not soundstage over), who claims cast could have brought some entable father-and-son histri- keeps the story's focus steady
film may question the right of much writing," he seeks to to have been the boxing great much-needed heft to the ini- onics, while Jackson's convinc- but its execution dry. Consida government to impose tor- prove himself - if not to his of long ago, Battlin' Bob Sat- tial hope and eventual conse- ing theatrics are no less grat- ering that the film's events
quences of his character.
ture on whomever it sees fit, own editor, then to that of a terfield.
ing for their seeming were based on a true story,
the second half abandons any local
magazine
(David
The rise - and fall - of
Hartnett fares decently, in authenticity. An unrecogniz- there's a good chance they
skewed political commentary Paymer) - with a seemingly Erik's piece ends up making that he can be bought as Joe able Peter Coyote and an espe- simply would have been fasby way of a nearly torturous golden story about a local the proceedings more inter- Journalist, but he alone can't cially hammy Teri Hatcher try cinating enough left on the
soap opera, complete with · homeless man (Samuel L. esting than listening to Jack- make the merely interesting and fail, respectively, to help page, because, as "Champ"
might put it, this melodrama
drama of the baby mama vari- Jackson, looking and sound- son talk in raspy circles about into something truly. com- out along the way.
Director Rod Lurie (The is only operating at about 50
ety. Skarsgard is good; Bardem ing like he was meant for a · being "number three in the pelling, particularly when the
is better, but Portman faces an Chappelle's Show sketch one world," but perhaps a better third act slums into some lam- Last Castle, The Contender) percent.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
ht person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

.,

407-447~4555

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

~

Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Tune
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

325 for Sale: Automotive B
350 for Sale: General
A
375 ForSale:Pets
A
B
400 Services
' A
500 Announcenients
8
600 Traver
700 Worship
B
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted

(

c
c
B
B
B

A
A
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A
$6
$4

RateB
$9
$6

Rate(

SJ.8
s12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

rriTi1 HELP WANTED:
~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Counselor wanted for atterschool
program at KidTown,USA, Winter
Springs.Great facilities and kids. Would
suit Elementary Education Major. Call
407 696 0113.

Bead & Jewelry store looking for
friendly, organized & responsible
people. Part-Time, must be available
10am-4pm most weekdays. Beading &
jewelry design experience preferred.
Email resume to jobs@beadbee.com

Paid marketing internship available in
Longwood. Exp in PR/Adv a plus.
20-30hrs/week. Email resume to
jallen@onlinelabels.com

Ad Production Artist
Wanted for Fall Semester

Asst. to president. PT, flexible hrs.
Growing internet co. Computer
skills and understanding of Obooks
or Illustrator helpful. 321-277-6605

(entral '1oriba :future

• 15 to 20 hours per week • Mac Photoshop and
• Competitive hourly pay
Illustrator experience

DONATE BLOOD FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
$200 PER DONATION

Please contact Ben: BenH@KnightNewspapers.com

needs part time

ADMIN. ASSIST.

companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in

Flex hrs M-F. Prev.
Office Exp. needed.
Duties include;
answering telephone,
filing, word processing1
assisting other office
staff.

the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per
donation.

E-mail resume to

seeks a

billie@jmcleaninsurance.com.

www.vaxdesign.com/donors

----Knight Newspapers----

or contact us at 407-249-3651 I donors@vaxdesign.com.

Hours vary and will
tailor to class schedules.

Winderweedle, Haines,
Ward & Woodman, P.A.

I

•

· FT& PT

Must be 18 or oldeT

Only reliable people with
positive attitudes nee.d apply.
We offer competitive salaries
and free meals.

RECEPTIONISl/

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

NOW HIRING
Lifeguards
and Servers

INSURANCE OFFICE

VaxDesign CorporatJon, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research

;

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

• www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•
J

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

NOW HIRING

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10anhour

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, lnc.,(CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.

.[-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
(eutAf
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POSITIONS
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FULL time PARALEGAL/
LEGAL SECRETARY
to work as part of the
corporate department
team. We prefer law firm
experience, minimum
typing speed 65 WPM,
excellent computer skills
including internet research
experience. We require
excellent grammar and
spelling skills and the abil ity to work with minimum
supervision. We offer an
competitive salary and
excellent benefits.

Please fax resume to
(407)645-3728.

AVALIABLE

TELEPHONE CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE
INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT PATH

APPLY OHl.;IMf@ G&l€0. CON. '°'

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

W i th more than

300 food & beverage locacions ac th e Walt Disney World R esort, our vast selection of venues

offer a world of options from quick service to five-diamond dining. Join us to l earn more about positions in
culinary, quick service foods and seasonal positi ons with th e Epcot International Food

& Wine Fescival.

Quick Service Restaurants • C ulinary • Outdoor Foods • Epcot9 International Food & Wine Festival
Cast Members receive Theme Park admission, discouncs at select dining, merchandise, and recreation locations, and more.
Full-rime Cast Members may be eligible for medical, dental, and vision coverage, plus paid vacation and sick leave.

To apply, visit the Casting Center or

call

407·828· 1000
For more information and complete
NAT I ONAL

food & wine festival
I

offer d etails v isit

www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

•
•
•
•

· Brief Physical Exam
Complete Blood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
• $300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544

A14
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Delivery Drivers/Sales Rep needed
Day and evening hours.
Call 407-339-2433
www.healthychefcreations.com

PT after school nanny needed in
Sanford for 3 elem. kids.until 6:30pm
daily. Duties incl. pick-up from school,
feed, hw help. Must love kids! Pref. ed.
or nursing major. Respond to Tami at
basflorida@aol.com

Intl. Auto Export Co seeks office asst.
for pit or flt in laidback atomosphere.
Basic computer skills and quick books
is a plus. $11/hr 407-641-4302

CPA Firm needs PIT
Admin.Asst Flex. hours&days. $12/hr.
Previous o.ffice exp. helpful. Duties
Incl. doc scanning, filing, report
prep. e-mail resume to
albert@mixnerco.com

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience
neccessary.$10-19/hr. Peteet for high
school and college students. No selling
involved. Full medical and dental. Call
Michael at 407-830-0107x255 or email
gswtnh@earthlink.net

Emerging Audiovisual & Creative
Media Company seeks talented Media
Productions Designer & Freelance
Production Team (Director, Camera,
Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

Progressive ophthalmic
practice seeking PIT, FIT professional
for direct pt. care. Flex hrs. Must have
exc. commun, organiz, & computer
skills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available. Located near Fashion Sq.
Mall. Email resume to
kperry2000@prodigy.net or fax @
407.876.4236
Sales Help Needed
Answer phones, counter sales.computer skills, light paperwork Call
407.729-1952
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is hiring Ft/Pt
for 3 locations. Must have daytime
avail. Apply inside Blanchard Park
YMCA. 407-658-1610
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring servers, prep cooks,
dishwashers, and pizza makers Call
Carla at 407-496-0689 visit
www.massimotrattoria.com
Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296
Exp. babysitter for 7 yr old girl & 5 yr
old boy in Ajt. Spgs. Saturday nights
and flexible weekday afternoons.
Light housekeeping a plus.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.
Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed. Must
have transportatiori, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901
PT Nanny for 2yr and 9mo old girls in
Sanford. 12-20 hours/week; $1 O/hour.
Please contact 407-538-2296 or
d_minton@bellsouth.net for more info.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts
Wanted PT/FT .No exp necessary.
Energetic people w/ positive
attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
Come in between 9 and 5. The
Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
Office Manager/Bookkeeper Position
open for Audio Visual Company in
Orlando. Near I-Drive. Accounting
knowledge and Experience with
Quickbooks and MS Office preferred.
Please send resume to
jbobbin@showsys.us

NANNY · Loving & energetic person to
care for 2yr old boy & Brno old boy.
Home is clean, close to UCF. Hrs
needed 10:00AM to 4:30PM. Pay up
to $350/Week. References & reliable
transportation. Please call (407) 252·
6813 or (407) 673 9190
Graphic Designer Assistant Maintain user-friendly client
websites. Must be available to
update sites a few hrs a day, MonFri. Send resume to
info@joanorlando.com

is now hiring energetic
team members at our
Downtown Disnef restaurants ...

UCF FOOTBALL SEASONAL JOBS
100+ openings available 1st & 2nd
Shifts. Parking attendants needed for
home games. 407-215-7788
Orlando@frankcrum.com

Looking for Outgoing P!T
Valets Must be professional and
responsible. Pay starting at $9/hr.
lmmed openings. Apply online @
parkwayvalet.com

MAJORS I
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
ryanm@KnightNewspapers.com.

.

• HOSTS
•SERVERS
•SERVER ASSISTANTS
•LINE COOKS
• SUSHI CHEFS .

NEED A JOB???
Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. No Nights
or Weekends, 20·25hrs/weekl
PLUS monthly bonus!
E-mail resume and availability to
trishal@KnightNewspapers.com
411 OPERATORS NEEDED!! 100+
OPENINGS!! 1st, 2nd, 3rd shifts
available Mon-Sun South Orlando
(Sand Lake Area) 407-215-7788
Orlando@frankcrum.com
PT help needed for busy test prep
office. Excellent customer service,
phone skills, and attn. to details req. To
apply, fax cover letter and resume with
hourly pay req. to 407-273-7436 or
email to amy.faulkenberry@kaplan.com
Wanted professional assistant to local
CEO to help with personal errands,
home organization, appointments,
meeting schedules and supervision of
6 & 9 grade students during homework
hours. 10+ hours per week 3-6pm.
High hourly rate and must have reliable
transportation and strong references.
Must have experience making
decisions and handling situations to a
positive outcome. email resume to
bill@aoimedical.net.
$2,030 in fast start bonuses.
$10 to start your own Avon Business.
407-654-9756

NO BULL!
The World's Healthiest Energy Drink Is
Creating Fortunes!!!
1-888-372-8912 (24/7)
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Cilek on Surveys.

200
2br./2 ba. Duplex near UCF. $850.00 I
mo. + util. & deposit. Includes:
garage, new carpeting & appls., w/d,
back yard. Avail. immed.
Walden Woods Dr. & Alafaya Tr.
(407) 365. 2471

Cheerleading instructors needed to
teach children PIT, great pay, view
employment opportunities at
www.allamericanyouth.org
Fax resume to 813-964-8806

3 Bed/1 .5 Bath House for Rent. 5 min.
from UCF. Newly remodeled large
kitchen and bath. Ask about an option
to buy. $1200.

Receptionist at Real Estate Office,
Maitland area. Needed Sat and Sun 104pm. Pays $10/hr. 407-657-8600

3x2villa E.Orlando,fenced ,Pool, close
to UCF,VCC.Get$45k to buy a house.
4074546322 DHunter HIRealty

INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
UCF Student Newspaper

Sales Intern Wanted for Fall Semester
to assist Advertising Director.
• 12 to 1S hours per week • Scholarship plus credit hours
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in a large 5/3. All appliances,
community pool, gym, and tennis.
$500/mo incl. util.
Call 407-968·3931or 407-737-0923
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1,275 & up.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Single Family Homes
Lakefront: Extra nice and clean! Lots of
upgrades. 4/212 All appl., comm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063
located on a Culdasac. The gate In
the backyard leads to a huge field
for outdoor activities. Washer and
Dryer room located Inside of house.
New ltems:Roof Fence Screen Patio
Water Softener 407.733.4597 or
407.712.4035

3B/2B Ventura Golf Comm.,
~reat

Condition, W/D, water, No pets.
Close to UCF and Valencia. $1100/mo.
Call 321-297-6756
Great Condo Available to Move
TOMORROW!!! FIRST MONTH
FREE!!! 1BD 1 BA Minutes from UCF
and Valencia. Quite neighborhood in
Waterford Landing. All appliances
Included. W/D, 2 pool, jacuzzi, &
fitness center. Near UCF, Shopping,
Restaurants $775/mo cable incl. 2550
N. Alafaya Trail Call 407-219-4016 or
407-306-6063
Lovely 3/2 condo ($1150) or 212.5
townhome ($1250)1n New Gated
Regent Park! All appliances. Rent
Includes water, sewer, trash, basic
cable & Internet service. Unit
nearest Pool & fitness center. Near
VCC, UCF & Waterford Lake. Pet
ok! Call Marisol Garcia at 407-7212424 for more details.
212 condo for rent FREE WATER AND
CABLE INCLUDED. Spacious living
area • eat in kit. Full size W/D. Exe.
view from screened in patio. Gated
comm, well maintained, access to main
highways. $950/month
321-689-3612 Victoria Equity Realty
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Shift Coordinators
Team Members
Immediate openings in our Company
Owned Restaurants!
11834 East Colonial Drive, Orlando

12001 Collegiate Way, Orlando
Benefits include:
• Management Training and
Development
• Paid Training

To apply please visit the above locations or e -mail your

resume to lkelly@whopper.com
www.:bk.com

I

Burger King Corporation is on Equal Opportunity Employer and mointo.ins o drug-free worl<plare.
Thi airl G ';JY!llli.ugerKing Bronds.br. AD n,hti;,__i.
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2B/2B, lake view, gated,
2nd floor, small pets, $925/mo.
includes water, cable and W/D
call 321-297-6756
BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCF!
$1575/mo AVAIL JAN 1 2008
Call Karen 407-923-2779
University Estates: 4/2 Pool 2500 sq.
ft. $1950/ College Park 3/2 Pool
1500 sq.ft. $1600
Call 407-922-0376
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407 -571-3659

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

r---------------------·--•••
•~--------·----------------~•

FOR RENT 211 .5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

T-EK
systems
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

• Quarterly Perfonnance
Incentive Plan
• A Great Place to Work

3 rooms avail. in Avalon Park

212 Duplex w/ 2 car garage, comm.
pool, new floors, $875/mo.
211 house, 1/2 acre lot $700/mo.
4/2 house, new floors, right behind
UCF, $975/mo. 407-568-0051

WWW.TEKSYSTEMS.COM

Please contact Mark: Markl@KnightNewspapers.com

'9

Great 3/2, $1375/mo, spit fir pin. skylts,
frig, W/D, 2car garage, fence & consv
area. Mins to UCF. Fantastic opp,call
321-274-6999 or ljz1115@yahoo.com

5BR/2.5BA Home in Avalon Park, lawn
care & cable included, comm. pool,
pets OK, 2 car garage,
$1695 rent and sec. dep.
407-329-1132

OUR RECRUITERS WORK WITH OUR CLIENTS AND A
HIGH ENERGY TEAM OF TEKSYSTEMS SALES
MANAGERS, CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOCIATES AND
OTHERS TO IDENTIFY, SCREEN, INTERVIEW, PRESENT
AND HIRE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FOR CONTRACT AND
PERMANENT POSITIONS.

(eutial Jloiiba :futuie

-

3BD/2BA in Alafaya Woods, Avail
Now! W/D, large yard, 10 min. from
UCF, garage, cul-de-sac, Very Clean!
$1200/mo. 407-342-9493

FOR RENT OR SALE 4/212 home
2227 Justin Ave. Orlando, 32826.
Close to UCF, great neighborhood
$2100/mo 904-733-55081904-864-0712

TEKSYSTEMS IS A DIVISION OF ALLEGIS GROUP, PROVIDING OUR CLIENTS WITH TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS IN THE APPLICATIONS, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AREAS. THE NATION'S
LARGEST IT STAFFING FIRM, WE HAVE OVER 100 FIELD
OFFICES LOCATED ACROSS THE UNITED STATES,
CANADA, AND EUROPE.

'
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U.S.AIR FORCE

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $750 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Must See! 2 Bedroom 2 Bath condo,
1000 sqft. $1050/month includes
Washer Dryer, Water, and Pest
Control! New Tiles and Appliances.Condo is on the 2nd floor. Pool View.
Close to UCF.
Call 214-244-7542

For Rent
4/2 Bonneville Area near UCF. All or
part privacy fence price negotiable
Call 352-629-5072 or 352-362-1056

1/1 875 sq. ft. All new appl, newly
remodeled. $1000/mo incl. high speed
internet, digital cable, digital phone and
security system. In Waterford Lakes,
min from UCF. Lease option to buy.
407·443-4660

or email editor@seminolechronicle.com
with your experience.

WINTER PARK 2/2 LUXURY CONDO
POOL FRONT FIRST FLOOR
New appi, kitchen, cabinets and
countertops. Full size W/D, new tile in
kitchen and bath. N/S & No pets
$995/mo 407-628-2800

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

211 .5 townhome new carpet and tile,
W/D. Across the street from UCF.
$750, security deposit $750
407-592-3801 Coldwell Banker

TEKSYSTEMS, A LEADING PROVIDER OF STRATEGIC
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES, IS CURRENTLY SEEKING AN ENERGETIC,
CAREER ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL FOR AN OPPORTUNITY
AS AN IN-HOUSE RECRUITER FOR OUR LOCAL OFFICE.

UCF Area 2bd/2ba first floor. clean and
sharp. all appl incl. pool, volleyball, 1/2
mi to campus on Alafaya. $900/mo no
pets. Call 407-232-1706

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

3/2.5/1 Town home available Sept 1st
Spring Isle in Avalon Park
$1500/month
407 -282-9735

Now hiring professional caregivers..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

is looking for Fall 2007 interns
to learn about and write about
communities near UCF
Call Michelle Yoffi-Beard, editor,
at 407-447-4557 x210

Ro:..-,....;d:·· fc..

Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

Beautiful 5 bedroom house

Kid's N ite Out

Seminole
Chronicle

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 ml. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
Included. $850/Month 407-310-6583

WWW. UCFCondos.COM

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING

Fulton's Crab House,
Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portobello Yacht Club!

Available NOW! 1/1 in 212 F College
student. Less 1/2 mile from UCF. Shortterm lease available. $500+1/2 Utl ALL NEGOTABLE Call 407-620-2630

-:_.

$725/MONTH
RENT TO OWN
BALDWIN PARK CONDO upgraded
212, lakeside pool, appliances,
Special Program - apply rent to
purchase with ZERO or LOW down.
Call 1-866-380-7301 enter# 2201
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

2 BED/2 BATH GATED
COMMUNITY
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDED;
CABLE; POOL; FITNESS CENTER;
1100 SOFT SPLIT FLRPLN; W/D; 5
MIN TO VALENCIA 10 MIN TO UCF.
$1035/MO. 407-488-7260.

' Townhouse for Rent
For Sale $279,000 or rent $1300/mo or
Rent to Own. Spacious 3/2.5 end unit
with attached garage; gated comm. wt
pool. Min from the Greenway/417 off
Lee Vista Blvd. 407-349-5972

NO CREDIT CHECK, NO
APPLICATION FEE, FIRST MONTH
FREEi! 2 bedroom 1.5 bath
remodeled town home. Brand new
berber carpet, tile, Frigidaire
appliances. Just off Alafaya 1 mile
south of the University. Hurry, this
unit won't last. Call Adam at 407339-1108 x106.
Oviedo/Wtr Spgs Townhome 417&434
Gld, oversized 2BD/2.5 BA;1 car
garage. All appl. incl W&D,fans,pvt.porch
(407) 920-9326$1,150/mo.
212 condo for rent FREE WATER AND
CABLE INCLUDED. Spacious living
area, eat in kit. Full size W/D. Exe.
view from screened in patio. Gated
comm, well maintained, access to main
highways. $950/month
321-689-3612 Victoria Equity Realty
$1125/mo 212 E. Orlando
Hardwood, granite, S.S appl,
backyard. 407-898-7502 407-666-2488
Mid Fla Management
Trendy 1 and 3bedroom condos
available for rent within 3 miles of UCF
... The Crest @ Waterford Lakes
could be your new home, so call
Janice today on 407 782 9431 ·or email
jvh0914@yahoo.com to schedule an
appointment.
New town home for rent on corner of
McCulloch and Lockwood. 1/2 mile
from UCF. 3bd/2.5ba 1915 sq. ft. New
appliances. Call 321-689-2501
2550 North Alafaya Trail
1/1 Close to UCF. Great condition!
$760/mo incl. w/d and cable.
786-255-1866

lm!l

ROOMMATES

$450/mo free util/internet in 3/1 1o min
from UCF call 954 937 1223 ernail
koyapb@ix.netcom.com
·
1 F r/m needed for large like new
house on beautiful lake in gated
community. Minutes from UCF and
Valencia, community pool, stainless
steel apps. and granite counters.
475/mo includes digital cable and
high speed internet. Call Cathryn at
407-435-4491
2 FEM. ROOMMATES NEEDED
BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOME LOCATED
AT AVALON PARK. $600 UTILITIES
INCLUDED.
NO PETS. CALL 407 455 0529
Avalon Park near Highway 50. Room
for rent w/ private bath in very upscale
pool home with theater. Use of the
home and utilities included. F only
$800/month 407-435-1753 MUST SEE!
Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
TLCDream02@aol.com or check out
myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard,·1ooking for laid back person M/F.
$370/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.

•)

UCF STUDENTS: 3 ROOMS AVAIL
TO RENT IN 4BD HOUSE
1 bd w/ own BA $625, 2 rooms w/
shared BA $550 each. quiet, attractive,
gated comm. 3mi from UCF. incls
cable, his internet, util, kitchen,
dining/living , stove/microwave, fridge,
washer/dryer. enclosed pool. deposit &
1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease, avail immed
Call 321-947-3971
Female n/s wanted UCF-Tivoli area 3/2
home DSL W/D furn carpet $400/mo
sh ba w/female utils incl. 407-971-6748

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED (mature, responsible)in 2/1
condo w/d large room, kitchen, 2
kitties, $450+1/2
elec/cable/roadrunner; pool/tennis,
436/red bug; call Maya 407-4438840; AVAIL NOW
Looking for quiet roommate. Resp.
Male to move into room wt optional
private bath. Beautiful 3/2 immaculate
house. Fresh paint, new tile, sec.
system, 6 min. from UCF, brand new
W/D, all furniture, brand new bath, full
kitchen. Must be clean. $450/mo Cable
TV, Wireless high speed internet. All
utilities included. Must be 21 or older.
Background check. Call 305-527-5415.

.

New Avalon Park Town Home
N/S Roommate needed $495/mo + 1/3
util. W/D, cable; pool, tennis and
clubhouse w/ fitness center. Gated
community Call 407-963-4061
1 clean roommate to share 3/2 house,
11 X11, 2 mi. from UCF, all util. incl. full
kitchen, deposit $100 no pets $525
avail. 1Sept. bryan 407-929-6598
1 room for rent in 3/2 home . F only.
N/S, No pets. Students OK.
$500/mo all util incl. 407-948-1915 or
407-671-0496
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo most utilities and internet
included.
Please Call 954-436-8924
Looking for a quiet, clean, NS roomate
in 4/3 home with pool. Available
immed. $500/mon (util. included).
954-303-7180
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
Mor F roommate needed for 3/2 .condo
8 miles from UCF. Gym, pool,
$500/mo + electric/internet.
321-262-3480

$995/mo 3/2
S.S. appl, ceramic tile. E. Orlando
407-898-7502 407-666-4488
Mid Fla Management

2 rooms avail July 31st in 3/2.5/2
house. Quiet, safe, Master avail for
$695/mo all util incl. Other bdrm
$595/mo. Pets OK, fenced yard, W/D.
407. 739-7863

FREE RENT! Resonable Deposit
2x1 Move in NOW pay rent Sept 1
$900 Call me NOW 407-489-5122 2
Miles from campus on Alafaya Tr.

F roommate needed for 3/2.5
townhome in Enclave. $510/mo all util
incl. Available ASAP!
239· 7t84-5666

"}
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Private room w/ shared bath. Common
area provides a full kitchen,
sitting/entertainment area, fireside
lounge, formal dining and laundry
facilities,10 minutes to UCF & 20
minutes to Valencia CC East in the
Alafaya Trail (SR434) area. Bus line
within walking distance. TERMS: $650
month-to-month with a first and last
months deposit+ 1/3 utilities. $75
background/credit check fee. (407)2574547
IDEAL FOR: Interns, Professors,
Students, or Professionals.

On a wait list?
Our final count is in
we.have a few spaces left!

•

Callus today to
re~erve your

placel

quiet, responsible, N/S roommate
needed for 3 bedrm condo next to ucf.
private bdrm share bath w/ M. 475 all
incld. call jeff 407-797-5001
Responsible Female UCF
Student to share 3BR/2.5B Tnhse
w/same near UCF No Pets N/S Only
Pool W/D $525 Avail lmmed 941-7136844 Chk orlando.craigslist.org/roo/400408080
ROOM FOR RENT IN HOME
$550/mo. ALL UTILITIES INCLD
Located off Dean Rd/University.
Mins from UCF. Nice quiet
neighborhood. Grad
studenVprofessional looking for
male roommate.
Interested/questions
Contact Patrick
room.for.rent@hotmall.com
407-719-9580
Roommate Needed in a brand new 3/2.5 Avalon Lakes Townhouse. Gated
Community, Pool, wireless internet
$600/month everything included . Call
Mike 954-234-3953

..
room
sand volleyball
half C:olJrtbaskeffiall
resott~$tyle poof
state-of-thEhU't fitness facility "
stand up taorlin9
~xtreme game

1/1 avil in priv, home. W/D, pool, wi-fi,
priv. drive and entrance. All util, quiet
neighborhood,close to UCF. $500/mo
Call Ron for info 407-625-8193
2006 Avalon Park Town home 3/2.5
Quiet neighborhood with an up and
coming comm that has restaurants,
cafes, and recreational area. 15 min to
UCF, 5 min to numerous shopping
plaza. Seeking quiet and responsible
individual. Pref. clean, working prof.,
grads, or post grads. Neg rent incl. all
util. If interested, contact Percy at
407-595-9011
LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, &
full kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-733-4597, leave message.
2 Furn rms $500/mo. incl util. No
lease. Non-refundable $100 sec. dep.
Call 407-668-0825 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)
Landlord is 58 yrs. old

Room For Rent
in a beautiful 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF all util. cable and fast
internet incl. 550/mo. Available
immediately.
Call 954-649-4933

ti)

2 Rooms Available in 3BR/2BA Home.
Very clean house, fenced in back yard,
2 car garage, 1 mile from UCF off
University Blvd., Washer/Dryer, $550
per room includes utilities and cable.
407-756-9297
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Room for rent, M/F for 3/2 home
behind UCF. Must be responsible.
Backyard overlooks conservation.
$500/mo 407-803-1359

Oak Tree
Apartments

·~.

2 Bedroom I 1 Bathroom

Room for rent in 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF cable/internet incl. $550/mo
Upperclassmen only. Available
immediately. Call 954-649-4933

Deposit ONLY $300*

Pegasus Landing-Male-Room
and own bath (In 4/4 Apt)
Furnished - Util. Included. Across
from UCF. Avail. 8/17/07 to 7/31/08.
$525/month Move in fees and Aug
& Sept rent paid for. 561-266-5782
rustysurfOB@aol.com
Room avail at Pegasus Pointe in 4/2
$475/mo all util incl. 3 min to UCF.
Residence and decal fee already
paid. Call Jonathan at 305- 905-3440.

Short Term Lease
Close to UCF Collegiate VIiiage Inn
Includes housekeeping, Internet,
meal plan, and cable. Single,
$781/mo Available now. Lease Term
Aug-Jan. Call Steve 727-687-3687
Sub-lease one bedroom in 4
bedroom condo @ The Lofts, female,
$599. p/mo, first month's rent free
and will pay app fee of $200.
321-436-6873

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Things
8 Closed off
15 Humdrum
16 Daily grind
17 Moderately
slow, musically
18 Increase
eightfold
19 Free
20 Zorro's
disguise
22 Make like a
· boxer
23 Catholic service ·
25 Landed manor
27 Billing sharer
31 Hubbub
33 Buckeye State
34 Address for a
lady
36 Up, in baseball
41 Captivate
43 Make better
45 Reed or Fargo
46 Schlep
48 "Exodus" author
49 Whisker
51 Risks getting a
ticket
53 Arrange for
display
57 Calendar
confines
59 Pop quiz
60 Written words
62 Propose
67 Exact revenge
69 Maui music
maker
71 Aromatic herb
72 Ailment
73 Pearl necklaces
74 Went into
DOWN
1 Spoken
2 U2 singer
3 Sport of selfdefense
4 Greek letters
5 Movie theater
6 Explosive
letters
7 Looks like
8 JFK and RFK
9 Was without
10 Giant legend
Mel

407-380-6000
Located on Alafaya between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Rd.
*Must meet application qualifications to receive deposit discount ($300 deposit)
1)

8/24/07

@ 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

11 Earth's outer
layer
12 Phi Beta_
13 Razzle-dazzle
14 John the tractor
man
21 Whodunit pooch
24 Gives guns to
26 Lather
27 Like some
dorms
28 Cry of dismay
29 Endorse
30 Ripped up
32 Skip over
35 Italian wine
center
37 Genuine
38 Gave birth to
39 Enthusiastic
40 Roman
Polanski film
42 Peart Harbor's
island
44 Tableland
47 African
antelope
50 Show up at
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52 French writer
Marcel
53 Utah lilies
54 Bust a gut
55 Spud
56 Watch word?
58 Chopin study

61
63
64
65
66
68
70

Grandson of Eve
Run away
Trepidation
Besides
Marsh plant
Moving truck
Family

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

4/2.5 pool home wt 3car garage.
Located in guard gated Heathrow.
- Range priced .$350,000-$380,0bO

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

6/4.5 w/ 3950sf! Backs to conservation.
Amazingly priced at only $379,9001!!

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941

312 on 1/4ac+, screened porch and
split bedrooms. Near Waterford Lakes.
Bargain priced $250,000!

4/2.5 pool home, near UCF, Research,
SCC. Located in Oviedo Kingsbridge
West $375,000

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Brand New Condition!!! 2 Beautiful
Love Seats for sale $1 50 each.
Please call 407-970-2818

Orlando townhome 212 New fridge,
stove and paintl WOW $137,500
Orlando condo 212 completely
remodeled! $150,000!ll
Need $$$ Fast
Good and Bad Credit Welcome
No advance fees
1-866-833-0006

5 212 Condos available on all floors.
Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low condo
fees. Incl. water, basic cable, etc.
$145,000 and up. Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale &
Rent. Free 24R Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568
Single Family Home $225,000
312 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Scrnd
porch, cul-de-sac. $0 down option
Free recorded message
407-965-0094 code 42954
HOMES FOR RENT OR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool. Call Century 21 Oviedo.
407-365-6403
Single Family Home $225,000 312/2
5 min to UCF, scrn prch, year built
2002, move in ready, free rec. msg
407-965-0094 code 42964

Spring Break 2008
Sell trips, earn cash, go free. Group
discounts available. Best deals
guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

Temple Shir Shalom of Oviedo hosts
High Holiday Services. Rosh
Hashanah-Wed, 9/12 7 :30-10pm
Thurs, 9/13 10am-12:30 pm
Yorn Kippur Fri, 9/20 7:30-10pm, Sat
9/21 10am-12:30 pm, 4:30 pm through
Havdalah. For more information call
407-366-3556 or visit
www.templeshirshalom.org

Villas at Lakeside Condo. Close to
UCF. Pool, tennis, theater, lake.
212 W/D, refrigerator, patio, 975 sq.ft,
1st floor, 321-303-4440 Julie Smith
Weichert Realtors, Hallmark
Properties.

Baby swing $50, Playard $25, Glider&
Ottoman $125, PacknPlay $65
(845)742-0943

For rent, 212 condo and 3/2 duplex.
$950 Mo. Less that 2 miles from UCF.
Appliances incl. LA Real Estate
407-679-2600

GRE study materials : 321-279-2186
'Barron's How to Prepare for GRE' 2007
5 Chinese/English books for GAE 2007
ETS Powerprep cd, vocab flash cards
FILL EMPTY SPACE WITH MUSIC
5 college students need place for
weekly band practice. Will pay
reasonable fee. Call 954-319-4652

Water Included
Walking distance to UCF
Located on Alafaya Trail
•

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

5 minutes to UCF

NO CREDIT CHECK REQUIRED

Call Us Today!

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Call Exit Real Estate Results/Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker
321-228·3974 today!

PEGASUS LANDING
Your own bed/bath in a furn 4/4
$525/inc util. Female. Lease 8/18 to
5/6/08. Call (954) 829-2053

per month

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

!

3/2.5 end unit townhome near UCF
and Seimens. Only $240,000

J

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits i through 9
with no repeats.

I

!

!

Check out these new listings and
pricesl!I Call today for appt!I

East Orlando-UCF Homes
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com Share the Finest Homes In Town
$400 shared bath, $575 Private
Bath+util. 407-334-6658 or
407-716-0848
UNDERGRAD GUYS SEEK M/F 3RD
Furn. 3/2 TH Wtrfrd Lks Gated Comm.
Pool. 2.5 mi. to UCF $525 includes util.
Uni. Rm-4-Rent 561-427-3403 / 3405

suldolku

I
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Specializing In first time buyers and
credit issues. Great for students!
www.flnecarsoutlet.com
(407) 381-4444 or (407) 381-4220

4/2 POOL HOME!!
OXFORD PARK OFF UNIVERSITY.HUGE MASTER, GREAT LAYOUT.EXTREMELY WELL KEPT,
CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR
417. $319,000.CALL JOHN
ROSS/COLDWELL BANKER' (407)
929-7748
4429 KING EDWARD DR. ORLANDO
32826 BEST PRICED-UCF AREAi
Well maintained 3/2 on conservation,
screened porch, no rear neighbors and
new paint! Minutes to UCF, SCC,
Siemens, Research Park and close to
shopping! Community pool and tennis.
$235,000 John Campese REMAX
SELECT 407-310-8974

Place Classifieds

ONLINE

in the
eftnttal 1todba 1uturt
for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
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PUBLIX INVITES YOU TO AN EVENING OF FOOD. FUN, AND FREEBIES.

WELCOME

'
·I

AUGUST

'

7, 2007

4:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
At these Publix locations in Oviedo: University of Palms Shopping Center, 4250 Alafaya Trl;
Alafaya Square, 81 Alafaya Woods Blvd.; Riverside Landings, 1801 E. Broadway St.
At these Publix locations in Orlando: Alafaya Commons Shopping Center, 11955 E . Colonial Dr.;
The Shoppes at Eastwood, 1921 S. Alafaya Trl; Corner Lake$ Plaza, 16825 E. Colonial Dr.;
Publix at Avalon, 3400 Avalon Park East Blvd.; Suncrest Village, 10115 University Blvd.
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